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Holland City

_

HOLLAND,

VOL. XV.-NO. U.

LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rooms, Editor and Publisher.

MICH.,

Dok

will

occupy his new meat mar-

Termi

of Subscription.

~

Katea of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertlaers
the privilege of three
i nave
ai

‘

changes.

annum.

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, S3 per
'
Notices of Births,Marriages,and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
£jr"AI) advertising bills collectableQuarterly.

THIS

PAPES

Ad vortlslnK Bureau (10 Spnioo St. ), where adverllsln*
contract*mojr be made tot It IN

NEW YOIUU

to attend

Holland now has

gusittws girfjtotij.

715.

_

The competitive examination of the
as early ns daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. Jonkmao, candidates for the West Point vacant ca-

H.
Commission Merchant, and
dealer I:
in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
ket price paid
paid for wheat. Office in Brick
market
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.

JD

front of the City Hotel is to be

A nice comfortablehouse is for rent in

Everybody

Medl*

cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Physicians prescriptionscaretallyput up. Eighth St.

for this season of the year.
*
comments on the fine apof

stock was held last Wednesday in

state-

was considered

that it will continue so.

first choice,

with William

3. Bertsch second best. Dr. Scott spesks

E.

In this Issue the reader will discover very highly of Mr.

Brown, and was

pleased with his appearance. Mr.

well

Brown

will he requiredto appear at West Point,

sole agency for this section of Masury’s June 15, for a further examination,and if

Liquid Colors, the best liquid paint in the he passes, then he will remain there until
Mr. H. W. Albee, of Blue Island, 111.,
market, and he sells them cheap. His January, 1887, when another trial will bo
was the guest of City Clerk Sipp this stock of brushes aud oils also receives
tad.
week. Mr. Albee, it will be remembered, mention. Be sure and rend the notices.

past week has been ex

pearanceof the lawn

ment

just delicious.

ceedingly fine

Drags and He Heists.

Michigan and we will venture the

detship to be filled by

ufacture of all kinds of temperance drinks. a number of Special Notices of Dr. Wm.
His champagnecider is declared by all as Van Putten. He has lately secured the

First Ward near depot. See Notice.^

The weather the

was married to Mr. James C. Wall, of
Kalamazoo. The wedding was a private

to

F. Sutton, proprietor of the Cily
Bottling Works, has commenced the man•

painted and otherwise improved.

T)EACH, W.

more than one-halfwho came

but four saloons, sharp stick.

number is decreasingyearly.

The

ConaiuloBVsrehi&t.

U

NO.

CongressmanComGramf
A. B. Bosman has a lot of Infant’s see him.
one and took place at the residence ot Mr. Rapids. Dr. Scott of Hope College and
cradles for sale cheap.
Jonkman on Eleventh street. The happy Prof. Mitchell of the Grand Rapids High
James Huntley, contractor of the car
A few “strings”of black bass have penter work on Jookman & Dykema’i couple will make Kalamazoo their future School conducted the mental examination
home.
been caught this week.
and Djs. Welsh and Watson the physical
new building, informs us that the buildv
examination.
There were several candiA refreshing shower of rain laid the log will be r«ndy for plastering on Mon- ^ MytShkoon will attempt to make a sumdates
present,
among whom was WllHo
dust last Tuesday morning.
day next.
mer resort to rival Macatawa Park. The
Bertsch, of this city. In the mental excoutcmplatcd new railroad is to be relied
Several new buildings have been
The sidewalks In many parts of the city
on for passengersfrom Grand Rapids. amination Bertsch stood the highest, but
started in the city this week.
are in bad conditionand need the attenonly a little higher than Charles L. Brown,
A full account of the Chicago riot tion of property owners. The city mar- At present Macatawa is the most popular of Grand Rapids, who stood best on
aud largest patronizedresort in Western
will be found on our third page.
shal will have to get after them with a
physical examination,so much so that e
he

TNOE8BUKG. J.O. Dealer in Drags and

Monday to call

possible for when here last he was unable

ket next week.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

&3tM

WHOLE

8, 1886.

J

•M

l&jmM***

\a

Dr. Hess would request all wishing to 1/ LXbt Wednesday evening Miss Anna,
see him next

C.

SATURDAY, MAY

'SSL.

married one of Holland's daughters, Miss

ex-Mayor R. Kan-

Teachers’ Aseoclation.

Thursday afternoon J Van Dyke had a
YTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, MedlA meeting of the Teachers’ Association
runaway
accident on Cedar street, in
Y cines. Paints. Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W. A. M. Burgess, the photographer,has Efforts are being made by the memVan den Serge’s Family Medicines. River Street. gone to attend to his sick wife at Cascade,
which Mrs. J. Elenbaas, whom he was of South Ottawa will be held at Zeeland,
bers ol Grace Episcopal Church for the
conveying home, was quite severelyin- May 15, 1880, at 10 o’clock a. in. The folWisconsin.
holding of regular services,aud for the
jured by the tipping over of the buggy. owing program will be carried out:
The front of the store of A. Steketee support of a pastor. We hope their efforts
iness.
Myrtle Myrlck.

ters.

has received a coat of paint. It looks
furalturs.

VfEYER, BROUWER A

AL
—

much
CO., Dealers in

successful.

The carriage was completely demolished.
*

Dr. Kremers

better.

is

the paint trade.

Y/'AN PUTTEN,

G. A SONS. General Dealers In
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

V

Ex-Mayor R. Kanters

is building a

posited in the county jail on a ten days’

the concert here next week, sings

sentence on last Wednesday.

week

ises on

state, Free has in connection with the hotel.

One

Training,” by Seth Coburn.

4. "Language Lessons in Common
Schools,” by P. Burst.

an engagement in Chica

chants and business men of the city have
promised to contribute enough per weel

at

Eighth street.

The Common Council are debating the
Williams.Proprietor.
The only flrst-class hotel in the city. Is lo- advisabilityof purchasinga large safe for
cated in the business center of the town aud has
one of the largest and best (ample rooms in the city books and papers.

fill

3. “The Teacher’s Preparation and

at

this

5. “How to Prevent Tardiness” Chae.
Miller,solo violinist,will Knoihuyzen.
also take part in the program. The dia
0. “Orthography in Common Schools,”
gram will be open on Wednesday morning P. II. Benjamin.

Charles Odell

pITY HOTEL, Geo. N.

2. “The Teacher’sProfession,”by Albert Lahuls.

Manistee,and after the concert

here goes to

stone fence on the east side of bis prem-

Botele,

in

by1;^^^Iy^e^iottTm0n:8Ch00l’,

attendiog the injured lady

Marshal Vaupell had in his charge and reports his patient as doing nicely.
Read Kremers & Bangs’ new advertise- the first port of this week a chronic
ment in this issue. They are “booming” “drunk.” Ho was finally taken to and deMiss Alice Waltz, who will sing

all

kinds
kinds of Furnlturo, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.
Desert Deileri.

will be

our

streets as night

will hereafter patre

go.

watchman. The merl

Miss

Anna

Breyman’s.No extra charge will
made for reserved seats.

to warrant him in doing this.

be

7. “Physiology in
Dr. B. B. Godfrey.

Common ;8chool8.,,•

firm of plumbers informs us that

8, “Primary Instruction,” Mrs. A. V
An effort 1? being made to organize a Weather wax.
Dr. Gee has moved his dental office
Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has
this week to ‘be rooms over Mrs. Gee’s class for instiuction on the violin, suffi
good facilities for the traveling public,and its water works this week.
9. “Geography how best Taught,” Nora
table is unsurpassed, Free hack for accommoa*
millinery parlors on Eighth street. The dent to Induce Prof. Lawson to come here x
.M. Blukema has had a row boat stolen
dation of guests.
doctor
will be pleased to see his old one day of each week as instructor. All
10.
“How
to
Secure
a good AUendimce,”
from him and will pay five dollars for
Liviry asl Sals Btablei.
those who wish to take lessons on this Sarah Leonard.
freinds am^patrons in his new office
its return. See Special Notice.
VT1BBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable
\ king of musical instruments,of a first •Vocal music during session.
1 v Ninth street, near Market.
We are happy to announce that the Mb. if> ViBtcnRB, ibe efficient 8Pcret«rp cia(a tX[lerieDccdteacher can now have
street sprinkler will soon pul in an ap- of the AgriculturalSociety, is so busy lan oprorlunilJ. Furlh„ informatloDon
Frees Association.
MinufaotorlH,MlUt, Shops, Itc.
pearanceon our business streets.
uow-a-days that he waa obliged to appoint ahiB sullject caD be obialnedof wm B
yAN RAALTE, B., dealear in Farm imple;
The West Michigan Press AsKwialinn
men is aud machluery. Cor. River aud
who l3 n(m one the proW.s pu
Memorial Day this year comes on an assistant on last Saturday morning.
Ninth Streets.
have arranged the following programme
or or Mr. Cba8. Wari
Sunday. It Is nearly time arrangements la a boy and weighs sixteen ounces to
during the summer meeting, Jhne 22, at
YTAN DER VKN, J. M., Manufacturesthe best were being made for its observance.
pound.
V 5 cunt cigar made. Havanna filled,Smoke
St. Joseph: M. T. Ryan, Allegan Dtmo.
them. For sale by all dealers. 2-ly.
Caft. Ed. J. Harrington and wife
Readers be sure and read our Special
The beautiful warm sunshine aud the
crat, “Clippings;” Hi. Potts, Grand Halook the 1.40 train last Tuesday for Chica
Phyiloimj.
Notices in this issue. You may see some- telreshlne shuwera of the past week are
ven Courier Journal, “Attend :o Your
go, where they bought a full set of colors
pushing forward a fine growth of vegetaT>E8T, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be thing which will be of benefit to you.
Own Business;” A. J. Johnson, Uasliogs
consisting of six flags, for the steamer
£) found in his office lb First Ward Drag Store,
Subscribe for the News and try tion. Strawberriesare in full blossom,
Banner, “The Mechanical Department of
on Eighth street.
Macatawa and a lot of babin fixtures for
and Induce your neighbor to take it. No and nearly all kinds of fruit are unusually
a Country Newspaper;” B J. Lowry,
TT’REMKRH, B.., Physicianand Surgeon. Resthe boat. Th^xapUinl proposes to have
forward.
IV. idenceonTwelfthslreet.cor.
of Market St. family in the city should be without It.
Howard City Record, “Should a Country
bia steamer in first-classcondition throughOffice at the drag store of Kremers A Bangs
Editor
be a Practicsl Printer!” Geo. W.
flee boors from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from
to 6 p.m
PeisinkBros. have their Soda FounMr. J. Van Lakdlgend showed us a out, and his eudeavors to provide for the
Perry,
Bellevue
Gazette, “The Policy and
tain in operation. A wink and five cents small limb of a peach tree this week

>H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder,

proprietor. they

have connected five places with the

ran.

It

th>

fi

YATEs, 0. £.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and will procure you a glass of Soda Water.
Eleventhstreets, formerly pccnpled by the late Dr.
Ludeboer.
It is expectedthat Richard Trevellick
of Detroit, will address the Knights o

Watchii tod Jmlry.

"nREYMaN, OTTO, Watchmaker.

Jeweler,and

Labor of

£>

We

dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

this city some time this

month

are Indebted to Senator T.

dealer In Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth aud Ce- In favor of
dar streets.
roads.

?T

H.,

The

government regulation of

rail-

railroad officials at this station are

summer clothing. The suits are of
more substantial material than “colored”

out in

literally covered with blossoms.

Mr. Van Landegend says

that be will

should meet with the hearty approvalof

have all citizens of Holland. Mr. and Mrs.

quite a crop of peaches this year if noth-

Harringtonarrived home yesterday.

citizens wondered at the bright

News

Bohemians left Chicago

a party
for

of

Winkle, Sparta

thirty

/Sentinel, “Cranks;”

Grand Rapids

Eagle,

Impersonations;"J. Lloyd Breeze, Grand

Rapids Telegram-Herald,

“My Own

Sub-

Woodvilla,a ject;” H. M. Rose, Grand Rapids Zdufcr,

until past mid- station between here and Big Rapids, to “Delineations in Caricature:” Maj! J. W.
night last Monday evening. In explanatake the place of striking mill men. When Long, Ml. Pleasant Times, “Press Song;”
tion we will say that we were printing
near Michigan Cily they got into a row E. J. Kelley, Pontiac Bill-Poster,“Stage
light

in the

Van
‘

Last Thursday night

Many

Progress of the Priming Business;” J. G.

J. D. McIntyre,

log happens.

W

Palmer for a copy of bis eloquent speech

T17YKBUY8EN,

comfort and convenienceof bis passengers

which was

office

tickets for the election held in the village
of

Zeeland on Tuesday.

V

ana one of

their

is reported as

number was stabbed and Manager;” Ren

having died. Two

of

them

Barker, Reed City Clarion,

“Profession of Associationin His Unri-

JumPetl from lhe ra^dly moving train valed Act.” Quartette, Mr. Orno Strong,
Nashville News-, Mrs. Fred Slocum. Caro
Woman’s ChristianTemperance tamfcr, was married last evening, Friday, |BD(* wprfc 8evere'y injured. When they
No. Ifll,F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Adrertizer-,Mrs. Frank Jewell, Grand
Holland. Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday Union desires us to call the reader’s atten- to Minnie Den Uyl, an estimable young | Pa89t‘d lhrou*h ^is city yesterday, mornevenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
lady. The News force joins the editor
^crewere only twenty-five and two Rapids, and E. J. Kelley, Pontlsc BidMay 12, June 10, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18. tion to their column for the next three
Poster.
Nor. 10. Dec. 8. St. John, a days June 24, and weeks.
wishing “John” and his bride maof of them were laid up with ugly looking

John Nagelkbrk, foreman of De

F. U A. M.
calico.
A Regular Commnnlcatlonof Uhitt Lodgi,
The

ifo/.l

iJ

Dec. 27.

D. L. Boyd. W. M.
O. Bubtmas, See'v.

Knights of Labor.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. All com-

27-y

mnnicationsshould be addressed to

HamxoMY Lock Box,
Holland. Mich.

Produce, Etc.
(WBOLlSALl.)
(OorrtcUdevery Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples,80,86c;Beans, $1.00; Batter,18 to 14 cts:
Eggs. 9c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes
20 to

25c.

arniL.
Apples. 40, 60c; Beans, $1.15; Butter, 15@lfc;
Eggs, 10c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 85c.

Grain, Feed, Eto.
(WHOLISALB.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)

Buckwheat, 45c; Bran,® 100 fts. ,70c; Barley
V cwv,$l. 10, Clover seed, $ bu.$5.40; Corn Meal
9 cwt. 95c; Corn, shelled, new 88; Flour,
$4.40; Fine Corn Med, * 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, «
ton, $19.00;Feed, fM00 lbs.. 95c; flay, $8.00,
$ Middlings,« lOf
5c; Gate, 80<a«2c;
Pearl Barley, V 100 Jhs., *«JX): Ryt, 50c: Tlmothy Seed, $2.10;
1.10; Wheat, white, 82; Red Fulta, 82;
LancasterRed, 84. Corn, ear, 85m
BITAIL.

|

Buckwheat, 55c; Bran, V 100 lbs., 75c: Bariev,
180 B>s., $1.25; Clover seed,
Jb., $8.50; Co
Ds., 1.00:
Meal, V 100 Ms.,
1.00; Corn, shelled.
shelled,B0c;
50c; Flour.
Flon.,
$4.80; Fine
r*.ou;
rme corn meal, * too
100 fee., $1.60:
$1.80: Feed,®
Feed, «
ton, $19.00:Feed, fl 100 lbs., $ 1.00; Hay, $9.00;
£10.00; Middlince.
lOOfts.. i80; Gate, 88c;
'earl Barley, 9 100 **.. $8.00; Eye, 60c; Timely
eeed, $2.50. Corn, ear 40c.

V

9

Go To Lander’i

The fanning mill factory will be in run happy years of married life.
ning Order soon. Men have been engaged
Wte understand that Charles Roundy,
this week in putting up the necessary ma- a young man, the only support of his
chinery.
widowed mother and three small children,
The Holland Manufacturing Company has left for parts unknown. There are
•re busy manufacturing windmill?. They several bills due our merchants which
expect to construct and put up filly he contracted before leaving.

cuts.

The Fire Department.
The

follow ing Is

the Roll of Honor

it

Last Monday evening a meeting of the
1886: Gertie! ^lr(J ^ePftrtmentof the city was held In
Bidding, Reka Bidding, Addio Huntof Protection Hose Company, No.
ley, Lizzie De Kraaker, Katie
,0 take action on the propositionto be*
Kraaker, Maud De Kraaker, Dana :ome a part of the State Firemen’s AssoHarrington, Katie Van Lente, Rose Coster, ciation. About four-fifthsof the entire
mills this season.
List of lettersremaining in the p"«t- Mary Van den Beldt, Gertie Van den lepartmentwere present at this meeting,
Brother Weller of the Muskegon office at Holland, Mich., May 6. J880: Beldt, Mary Deur, Wirt Lockhart, Ida md it was resolved to join the AssociaNews-Reporterspent Sunday In this city. Thomas Cook, J.. V. McKinley, A. J. Mo
Blair, Miss Dlena Reegemanr Gnssie Johnson, Annie Dounewind, Allie De tion. The following delegates were
He appears to be particularlyinterestedin
Frel, Inez Harrington, Dickie Vlsscher, I®l®cted: Chief A. Huntley, F. O. Nye,
Wm. Vebbkek, P. M.
educationalmatters here.
Bennie Plassman, Josie Peterson, LucyfS. Bos, and W. H. Rogers. As will be
We understandthat Messrs. Tanken & Van der Heide, Senle Wiegmink, Gerrlt seen in the proceedings of the Common
The new residences ot J. R. Kleyn and
J. Cappon are rapidly assuming shape. De Spelder,of Douglas, have taken the Kamper. Jennie E. Osborne, Teaclter.
Council, published in another column, the
When completed these two dwellings wl.l initiatory steps toward removing their
“boys” received to ask that body for an
wagon factory to this city, and that the
be an ornament to the city.
Prof, Wellenstein and Prof. Lawson, appropriationof |25 to defray the exwork of building new buildings for the of Grand Rapids, have organized a con- penses incurred by the delegates, which
Otto Bretman has the foundation
on\
jfactoryhere will be commenced Immedi- cert company, intending to give a few
was granted them. That the Fire Denearly laid for a new building on the coror I
ately.
concerts in Grand Rapids and vicinity. partment of Holland should desire to take
ner of Eighth and Market streets. He
tends building next season.
Last Sunday night Rev. T. W. Jones One member of the company is Miss a place among the firemen of the state,
Alice Waltz, a noted oratorio singer of and to farther their knowledge of the
Everybody seems to bo painting and preached in Hope Chnnh upon “The BiNew
York, who is recommendedas being duties of their vocation as firemen, is very
fixing up their premises. Painters and ble on wine-drinking.”Next Sunday
one
of the finest sopranos that bare ever creditable, and the council have acted
calciminers are working bojh night and evening his theme will be “The effect of
visited Grind Rapids. A date for this wisely in enconregiog them by making
day to perform the work asked of them. saloons on the community.” He will give
company hat been seenred here, next this appropriation to cover their expenses
Chab. 8. Bell, formerly connected a description of "The naked troth saloon week Friday evening, May 14, and the
in attendingthe meetings of the Associaof Idaho.”
with the News office but late of Detroit,
probabilitiesare that we will have areally tion. Wednesday morning Messrs. HuntIs now the editor of the Manistee Dm*
Merchants and business people in fine entertainment.Those who wish to ley, Nye and Boe departedfor Big Rapids
trot. We wish him a prosperouscareer. tbia eectlon will please recollect that
hear more of Prof. Wellenstein’ifine

DiatrictNo.1, Township of Holland, for]
the month ending April 30,

1^®

De

Tolren.

V

1

Grakd Rafids

is

up with the timet end the Nxwa

office is

prepared at

all timet to

to attend the twelfth annnal meeting of the
playing will have an opportunityon thii Associationheld there last Wednesday

this week had several labor riots, besides do commercial jolj printing at the lowest occasion as

he will render several num- and Thursday and returned on Thursday
number of “strikes.” The eight-hour poetible figures for legitimete work on bers of the program. The fine Fisher pi- evening. They will report to a departmovement there, however, la likely to be a short notice. Call when in need of print- ano belonging to George Hunt of this ment meeting to be held next Tuesday
a

Sugar, Teu, Coffee* Spices, and all
kinds of Groceries. Highest market price
paid for Sutter and
18-lf succesa.
for

Eggs.

ing of any kind.

f

\

city will be need at tbia concert.

evening at 7:80 o’clock.

1

that trains were retarded. The effect on spondent of the New York Worldt testified
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
young stock, it is feared,will be disastrous. that he obtained the facts on which he
The attorney for the Wabash Road peti. .The bank of Marietta, Ohio, has failed based his letter, printed in the World and
headed “Loud Call for Mr. Goode,” from a tioned Judge Gresham, at Chicago, to The Work of the Benefte and Houae
oHuttrt
with liabilities of over $100,000.
United States Senator. He declined to
L. & E. Emanuel’s furniture establishauthorize the appointment of deputy maroooiiletlHo
tell the Senator’s name without his cornment at San Francisco,A. L. Bancroft A sent. He had obtained the originalhistory shals to protect its property. The Judge
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
replied that only ten days ago his jurisCo.'s stationeryand publishing house and of the case from E. N. Hill.
The Chair laid before the Senate, on the 27th
dictionover the Wabash Railway was denied nit, a communication from the Clerk of the
adjoining smaller buildings were destroyed
In the telephoneinvestigation at Washby fire. The loss is placed at $750,000, ington, Speaker Carlisle testified that ho by the same attorney;that Jay Gould should H0UBe 0f Representative!of the State of Ohio,
not take such an attitude,and then appeal transmitting a transcript of testimonytaken by
with about $230,000" insurance. One
man is known to have been killed by was notified of his election as a director for protection,but the road would be pro- a committee of that House, and the report of
in the Rogers Telephone Company, and tected should it be the duty of the court
the same committee on the subject of charges
falling walls, aud several others are rethat $100,000 in stock had been placed to
EAST.
Governor Larrabee, of Iowa, has issued a against the official integrity of certain members
ported as either killed or wounded. . .Keythat House in conneotionwith the election of
his credit for such services up .proclamation, asking for a strict enforce- of
the Hon. Henry B. Payne os United States Senstone, Iowa, was visited by a fire which de
The celebratedhorse Gen. Butler is dead.
he
might
render.
replied that ment of the prohibitory law. The churches, ator. Mr. Payne at once rose in his seat in the
stroyed the Postofficeand ten other buildHe was 30 years of age, and was in his day ings. The chief portion of the business while he remained in Congress he teachers, judiciary, sheriffs, and other Senate and entered a most emphatic denial of
any officersare invited to aid in enforcing the charges and invited the most exhaustivescrutiny
one of the most famous trottersin the district of the town was consumed.A part would not be interested
of all his acts and of his private correspondence.
enterprise requiring legislative action. statute ..... Near Tekonsha, Mich., Kan- The whole thing, he said, was an attempt to
country. He took part in many notable con- of the mail matter in the Postofficewas
Representative Samuel J. Randall testified odyne Shedd, aged 73, murdered his wife circulate baseless gossip and scandal,everytests against such flyers as Lady Thome burned.
that he had no distinctrecollectionof hav- with an ax, and then cut his own throat thing substantial In the way of charges having
and George M. Patchen, and at Chicago,
Mr. Dion Boucicault has scored a ing receivedeither a letter or stock from with a razor. The domestic life of the been discreditedand disproved by the testimony. He was willing to leave the matter with
Sept. 22, 1806, was the contending horse great success in his new play, “The Jilt,”
Dr. Rogers. RepresentativeAbram S. couple had been very unhappy.
the Committeeon Privilegesand elections of
against the Western crack, Cooley,
Hewitt testified that he had been solicited
Senate, to which committee it was referred.
Thousands of cattle aud horses are the
when William McKeever, his driver, was which is now occupying the boards of Mc- to embark in the Pan-Electric Company and
The Senate passed bills allottinglands in severVicker’s Theater,Chicago. It is a most
murdered in the gathering shadows of the
being dispatchedfrom Galveston,Texas, alty to the Indians of the Round Valley Resercharmingcomedy, happy in situations, pure had been offered a tenth interest, but had
vation, California: appropriating *300,000for the
back-stretchby some one who had pools on
daily, for Dakota and Kansas. Cattle extensionof the while House, and authorizing
declined.
in sentiment, and simple in plot. Myles
the other horse, and who shoved a board
from
Western
Texas,
owing
to the drought, the building of railroad bridges across the St.
The following is a recapitulationof the
out over the fence as McKeever passed, O’Hara, the charact^yplayed by Mr. BouciCroix River, between Prescott, Wis., and Stillare going to market in poor condition.
cault, is a sort of Irish Bohemian, but still national debt statement, issued on the 1st
water, Minn., and across the Missouri River at
crushing bis skull. . .On warrants issued
Mr. Gladstone has issued a manifesto to or near Kansas City, Mo., at or near Council
by Recorder Smyth, the police of New a gentleman, a devotee of the turf and a inst.:
his Midlothian constituents,asking support Bluffs, Iowa, on the line of railroadbetween
York arrestedthirty men for boycotting a writer on sporting topics. Mr. Boucicault
INTEBBST-BEARIXO DEBT.
either Clav or Jackson County,Missouri, and
is unctuousin his humor ns he always is, Bonds at per cent ................ $2.r>0.000,(XX)
clothing- house .... The rolling-millof Olifor his Irish home-rule bill. He states the the county of Wyandotte, Kansas,near Atchisuggestivewithout ever being too expressive. Bonds at 4 per cent .................. 37,75 . 03
son, Kansas, at or near Saline Oit5
ver Brothers &, Phillips,in Pittsburgh,
Bonds at 3 per cent. ................
Iw, "3.3 0 opposition is composed of the professions
A RICH vein of coal has been discovered ReiundiuR certittcatesat 4 per cent. 210 ’0
shut down because of a demand for increased pay.
in Cheyenne County, in the northwestern Navy pensionhind at 3 per cent. .... 14,000,000
An astronomer at Phelps, N. Y., has dis- part of Kansas. . .The Kansas Veterinarian Pacific Railroadbonds at 6 per cent. 04,623,512 ciple of the measure is indorsed, the at - , W. West as Governor of Utah. In the House of
SI, 2 0,.65/.«2 mrigement of details cm be eas.ly mancovered a new comet. .. .Three shares of will visit even* county in that State and Principal ............................
timates mai
that n
ir ;i offlcorfl
m
<#.».
lutereBt .............................
i».27»6 '7
aged. Mr. Gladstone intimates
and to ^end the internal
revenue
take
steps
to
stamp
out
glanders
—
In
New York Tribune stock were sold at New
Scotland aud Wales see tit to agitate for laws. The House Judiciary Commlttoo reported
eight counties of Nebraska flax has been
Total ............................
91.21 '. 45.43»
York to J. B. Beach, who bid therefor extensivelysown as an experimental crop, to
a bill to prohibitaliens fromacquirDEBT ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE li.ime rule he would countenancethe | adversely
ing title or owning lands within the United
$6,600 per share. It is stated that he miide
projectand lend it his sui port.
MATURITY.
take the place of wheat. A large increase
States.
the purchase in behalf of Whitelaw Reid.
Principal ............................
$V50,7M
in the space given to corn is reported from
The postoffice appropriationbill was disInterest .............................
20 ,*>4
Mb. Ingalls' resolutionmaking April 30 inA petition for a pardon for James D. twenty counties.
stead of March 4 the beginning of the Presi- cussed in the Senate on the 28th ult., the bone
Total ............................
n-tt-VUtt
Fish, of Marine Bank notoriety, is being
of contention being the amendment appropriatDEBT BRAKING NO INTEREST.
dential term aud of Congress was favorably
circulatedat New York, and has received
Old demand and legal-tender notes. $346,738,521 reported to the Senate on the 3d Rist. Mr. ing *800,000 for carrying South and Central
American, Chinese,and Australianmalls and
Certificatesof deiwait ...............1 >15,000 Dolph'olferodan amendment to the fortificathe signaturesof prominent persons.... A
Baltimore, Md., Capt. Alfred Gold certificates .....................
e l ,22 tions appropriation bill appropriating $10,- authorizingthe Postmaster General to make,
meeting of citizens at Albany, N. Y., proafter due advertisemeut, contracts for five
'.0,7.13.141 (JUbUIO lor the constructionof fortiBrotherton was found guilty of conspiracy Silver certificates ...................
years with American steamships. The House
tested against the utterances of Jefferson
Fractionalcurrency (less $8,375,934,
fications and other works of coast deestimatedas lost or destroyed)....6,95 .5 7 fense. The Senate consideredwithout action of Representativesdebated the river and harDavis at Mongomery.The gathering sung on the high seas to scuttle the brig O. B.
bor bill, and passed the bill providingthat
the poRt'ifilce appropriation
bill. Seuators Vest
Stillman. The vessel left Charlestonin Principal ............................ 5 056,
“John Brown’s Body.”
lafter no
no alien
who has not declared his inhereafter
___
TOTAL DEBT.
and Colquittopposed the subsidyamendment,
September,
1884,
and
was
shortly
aftertention to become a citizen of the United States
Principal ............................
$1,770,879,001 tonator Kustis advocated it. Speeches were
The Grand Jury at New York returned a
Shall
be
granted
a
license as pilot, engineer,
ward reported lost, and the insurance Interest ..............................
9 4*6.511 m .iie by senators Ingalls and Miller. The Compresentmentcondemningboycotting as a
mate, captain, or other officer on any steam
was paid. She was picked up at
mittee on Privilegesand Elections rejiorted vessel carrying the flag of the United States.
Total ...........................
fl, 186,365,5)2
“cursed exotic,” and urging the press, the sea and towed into Bermuda in April,
favorably titne Senate a bill creatinga comLess cash items available tor reducMr. Beck (Ky.) spoke for three hours and a
uiisHion.’t> be appointed‘by the President, to
bench, the bar, and the Legislature “to aid 1885, having floated about the ocean
tion of the debt .................... 2 >2,307,700 select an accurateballot-box and counting dehalf in the Senate on the 29th ult. in opposition
in exterminating the hydra-headed mon- for six months. Brotherton and the mate Less reserve held for rodemutiou o*
vice, whicli shall bo used in all Congressional
to the subsidy clause of the postofficeappropriU. 8. notes ........................ 100,000,003
ster.” The Executive Board of the Empire were arrested in Baltimore,together with
election*.In the Home of Representatives
the
delegate from Arizona introduceda bill to au- ation bill. Mr. Hale (Me.) addressed the SenProtectiveAssociation— Joseph R. O’Don- F. L. Clayton, one of the vessel-owners.
Total ............................}3 *..*.7,708
ti.ori/,othe Presidentto offer a reward of $25,000 ate in favor of the subsidy amendment. The
nell, Andrew J. Best, James R. Graham, Clayton w'as acquitted.The mate turned
for the killingor capture of Geronimo, the In- Senate passed the 4th of July claims bill, wi(b
Total
debt
less
available
cash
itomb$l,4
1,057,8
17
James F. Downing and John Hughes— State’s evidence and confessed that the
lan chief. The House passed under suspen- an item of *67,000 for the heirs of Ayres
Net cash in the Treasury ............ 7 .u30.9W
sion of tiio rules bills providing for the adjust- P. Merrill, of Mississippi, for supplies
were indicted, and eace uave bail in the sum Captain induced him to bore boles to scutment of land grants mode by Congress to aid in furnished the Union army during the war.
of $1,000. . .A fire at Natick, Mass., de- tle the vessel. The penalty is ten years in Debt less cash in Treasury May I.
tne coiiHtn.ctiunof railroads in Kausas and for In the House the amendment of Mr. Hepbura,
1880..-. ..........................
...31,4 17,026,848
stroyed the Summer Street Hotel and three prison aud $10,000 fine.
the forieiture of unearnedlands, and appro- of Iowa, to the river and harbor bill, th&t the
Debt
less cash In Treasury April
boot and shoe factories,the loss being
Henry Fryer, on aged gatekeeperin i, 1886 ..............................1,417,992.235 pr.ating$153,003 for the repair and eularge- appropriationfor the Missouri River shall be
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THE WEST.
An

unparalleled crime is reported from

Seward County, Kansas. The wife of a
farmer named Jacob Freimuth was assaulted and murdered by Fritz Rupin, a
half-witted

expended under the direction of the Secretary
Mr. Breckinridge,of Arkansas, introduced a of War without the interventionof the Misevolution t > give silver certiacates a full legal- souri River Commission, was defeated. A bill
catching his foot in the crotch of a tree aud
was reported to the House providing
n-utlercfiaructir,and providingfor the issue of
hanging head downward. His body was
fo> the reception of trade dollars at
ceniflcbt is oi the denominations of $1, i2, uni
warm when discovered.
Mr. Findlay introduceda resolution declar- their face value in all payment* to the Governally outstanding .................. *84.715. 225
ing a reduction of tne tariff duties impolitic and ment, or for exchange at the Sub-Treasury
Several hundred feet of the levee a mile Silver held for silver cortifloatesactstandard dollars, to be transmittedto the
ually outstanding .................
— 90,733,141 impructijalaud abolishiug the excise taxes on for
mints as bullion. Mr. Hall (Iowa) gave notice
below Austin, Miss., has been swept away, U. S. notes held for certificates of
ct.baceo mid Its sale and manufacture.
pbel
that be would coil up the Campbell-Weaver
deposit actually outstanding ...... 11,115,000
increasing the inundationin Tunica and
contestedelection case May 4. The Committee
Cash neid for matured debt and inA Touching
ou Public Lands reported a bill to grant the
Coahoma Conuties. A general breakup in
terest unpaid ......................
11,341.347
the Arkansas levees is reported, aud gaps Fractional currency .................9 '3
A friend of mine told me a little story
ranging from 100 feet to half a mile in exthat is very pietty and romantic, even 0f irrigation.
Total available for reduction of
tent. It is believed that even- acre of land
The postofficeappropriation blU occupiedthe
the debt .......................12/2,307,7.0 it it ihii't true— which is probably
between Helena. Ark., and Laconia subject
RESERVE FUND.
use. It was about Bob Burdette's i attention of the Senate on the 30th ult., and Mr.
Held for redemption of 'U. K. notes,
to the floods will be inundated.
tender devotion to his wife during the Hale, of Maine, finished his speech In support
acts Jan. 14, 1875, and July 12,
The corner-stone of the monument to be
1882 ......
$100,000,003
long Years of helplewmem that pro- 0G'eo^,^1J|ok'??SS?(J,S
“'tS0™!! to
Unavailable for reductionof the
erectedin honor of Alabama’s Confederate
ceded her death, home time before ins | jnnkeOmahaaportof entry was vetoed by the
debt—
soldiers was laid at Montgomery, Ala., on Fractional silver coin ...............
*29,861,482 marriage, so the story goes, Burdette President for the reason that at that place the
the 29th nit. The central figure of the Minor coin ..........................496,3 1 was seriously ill with rneumatio fever,
occasion was Jeff Davis, who deliveredthe
hat attacked his joints and made it dise and the collectionof duties. The
Total ............................ $29,3 *,‘73
oration. The unhappy old man took occa- Certificatesheld as cash ............ 83, (2, 33
lor liitn to move without President sent the followingnominations
impossible
lor nun lO move wuuom; of P(Wtma8t6r8to the Senate: At Brooklyn,N.
Net cash balanceon hand ........... 77,03 i.O.r.l
sion, as is his custom whenever such opexcruc
ating
pain. His aftianced wife, y., Joseph C. Hendrix; at Baltimore, Md.,
portunities present themselves, to reaffirm
Total cash in Treasury ns shown by
who was then a young and beautiful Frank Brown, vico I. ‘ Parker Vesey, rehis old doctrines of State rights and se•
s
sinned: at Bhippensburg,Pa., J. A. C.
the Treasurer's generalaccount.. *492,-62, 510
girl, was his patient nurse, and it was McCuue; at Washington, Kansas, James B.
cession. Said he: “That the South
her
arms
that
lifted
his
racked
aud
>
Veddor. In the Honse of Representatives
the
did not anticipate, much less desire,
luentol the public buildings at Dos Moines, Iowa.

Druid HD1 Park, Baltimore, lost his life by

Decrease of debt during April ..... $ii),U65.38/
CASH IN THE TREASURY AVAILABLEFOB REDUCTION OP THE DEBT.
Gold held for gold certificatesactu-

Story.

German, who had been

lor
some time enjoyingthe hospitalityof the
Freimnths, being homeless and without
friends. During the absence of Mr. Freimuth Rupin assaulted his benefactor’swife,
then bound her hand and foot, and cut
her throat from ear to ear. He then secured an old, rusty hoe, and while the
woman was yet writhing in the death-struggle he disemboweledher with the blunt instrument Mrs. Freimuth was enceinteand
when discovered the unborn babe lay a few
feet from the body of the mother, cut in

the

discovered the mutilatedbody of his wife
raving maniac. A neighbor
in that sparsely settled region who happened to be passing by found him wild
with frenzy, out dared not approach for
fear of his personal safetv. He rode
rapidly to a settlementsome eight miles distant and told the terrible tale. A party was
at once organized, and they returned to the
scene of the outrage and fotmd Freimuth

he became a

and the other extremity was attached to the
of the saddle. The horse was
then started, and amid the shonting of the
men and crack of revolvers and nfles the,
frightened animal tore madly away. After
a ran of nearly five miles the beast fell exhausted and the lifelessbody of the murderer was loosened as soon as the men came
up. His head was almost severed from his
body. The body was left lying on the prairie, uncovered.

pommel

Louis lias

leased over two million acres of grazing
land in the British NorthwestTerritory for
twenty-one years without taxation. The
transfersof this land are from her Majesty
the Queen ____ There was held at Toledo,
Ohio, last week, a reunion of the survivors
of the wreck of the steamboat Sultana,
which occurred twonty-one years ago m'ar
Memphis, by which about one thousand
Ohio and Indiana soldierslost their lives,

•

,

GEXERAI*

war is shown by the absence of preparation for it, as well ns by the efforts made to
securing a peacefnl separation.The successful party always hold the defeated responsiblefor the war, but when passion
shall have subsided and reaon shall lui\ e
resumed her dominion, it must be decided
welteringin his own blood. He had
that the General Government had no conkilled himself with a shotgun. A grave
stitutional power to coerce a State, and that
was dng, and the remains of the unfortua State had the right to repel invasion. It
nate people were buried. The posse then
was a national and constitutionalright.”
scoured the country for the murderer, aud
S. W. Floss & Co.'s notions and white
found him in a small ravine several miles
away from the scene of his crime, near goods establishment at Baltimorewas gutthe Cimarron River. A fractious horse ted by fire, and adjoiningbuildings were
was secured and saddled. One end of badly damaged. The total losses will aga long lariat was fastened around his neck gregate $600,000, with insurance in excess

St.

°

l

two. When Mr. Freimuth returnedand

A cattle company of

.

wrecked on time after their marriage, Mrs. Bar- Nebraska Railroad the right of way
the bar of Lempa River, near Libertad, San dette began to show symptoms of
SSSS
Salvador. The crew and pussengfrs were disease that finally took her me, and billofferedbyMr.Warner (Ohio),providing that
saved. The vessel was valued at $70,000 was told bv her physician that it the appropriationfor the improvement of the
and owned by the Pacific Mail Company. originatedin' the strain of lifting.She
taKS
She was engaged in the coffee trade. grew worse until she became a helpless! MississippiRiver Commission, and providing
Twelve thousand hags of coffee were lost prirmln and all throiiffhthose dark f°r a Congressionalcommitteeto investigate
cripple, ana an turougu uiose uurn thoworkof tho Mississippi River Commission.
and the baggage of the passengern.
days the tireless ministrationsof
House refused,by a vote of 33 to 129, to
Archbishop Taschereau’b manda- husband repaid as best they could tho strike out the levee clause.
ment, issued at Montreal, forbidding Cath- devotion that sapned her young life.— j The Senators took a rest, and the House of

the submerged portions of

among the negroes. They only fear that
the levees to escape fuSeveral negroes who have attempted to do this have been killed. .
Heavy rains fell Sunday between San Antonio, Texas, aud tie Rio Grande, westward, covering a vast grazing country,
where no ruins of any consequencehas fallen for eighteen months, and flooding the
country ..... Jefferson Davis unveiled a
monument to Senator Ben Hill at Atlanta,
in presence of an assemblageof forty thousand persons, among them being fifteen
hundred school children.
the latter will cut

work.

.

.

Comet

her

Representativesonly was in session ou the 1st
Inst. Mr. Cox, of North Carolina,from tho
Committee on Foreign Affairs,reported a bill
amendatoryof the Chinese immigration act.

working classes.

writer, is to

messengers in the mail service.Mr. McAdoo,
of New Jersey, from the Committeeon Naval
Affairs, reported a bill authorizingthe construction of dry-docksat certain navy-yards,

roll paid the extreme penalty at Searcy,
Ark. ; aud James Walker (colored) was strang

up at St.

Augustine, Fla. All had
THE MABKETS.
convicted of murder. Gniscppe
NEW YORK.
Seoma. a murderer, sentenced to be exe©
cuted June 4. hanged himself in the prison
©
at Hudson, N. Y., using a cord which he
©
Wheat— No. 1 Wliito .......
had worn as a belt to support his trousers.
....... 91 ©
No. 2 Red .........
©
The business failures occurring through- Corn— No. ................

been

WASHINGTON.

2

....... 39
Oats— Western .............

India-Rubber Gathered in Colombia.

©

G,5o
5.0C
.97
.92
.49

.42

week numbered Pork— Now Mess ................ 10.00 ©10.50
CHICAGO.
United States 189, and for Canada BEEVES— Choice to Prime Steers 5.53 (3 6.00
Good Shipping ......... 4.75 ($5.23
18, or a total of 207, as compared with a
total of 194 the previous week.
-ttSSSte:::::::.
Hogs— Shipping Grades
Dr. Nelson, who was recently a mem- Flour— Extra Spring ...........4.50 (#5.00
Wheat—
No. 2 Spring ........... » .78 (# .79
ber of the Board of Health at Panama,
86Ja

out the country during the
for the

iS

states that the Canal Company is working Oats— No. ...................... .29 © .30
© .19
The Treasury Department has decided on borrowed capital until De Lesseps can Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .18
Fine Dairy ............ .14 © .15
.1UU© .12
that Chinese seamen may be allowed to make a loan of $1.20,000,000,and that vast Cheese— Full Cream, new ......
after being released from Confederate
Skimmed Flats ........ .06 © .07
land on our shores without a certificate,for sums have been wasted in the purchase of
prisons
.10 © .10’*
useless machinery. A cablegram from Eggs— Fresh ..................... .33 © .35
The remains of George E. Graham, who the purpose of shipping on a return voyage Panama announces that Director Boyer, Potatoes— Choice, per bu ....... 8.75
© 9.25
Pork— Mess ......................
was lynched at Springfield, Mo., were as soon as possible.The decision was chief of the work, is dead.
MILWAUKEE.
brought out by the refusal of the Collector
Wheat— Cash. ................... .78 © .79
buried in the potter’s field there. The at Norfolk to allow Ah Say, a Chinaman
Corn— No. ...................... .86 © .87

body was taken

2

the place of interment rescued from the ill-fated American ship
in a delivery wagon. It is stated that be- Frank A. Thayer, and shipped by the
fore leaving his cell with the lynchers, United States Consul ot Barbadoes,
Graham took a huge chew of tobacco to land. Figures in the office of the Comthat had been saturated with morphine, missioner of Internal Revenue, says
with the result that he was only in a Washington dispatch, show that the col
semi-conscious condition when hanged. .
lections thus far during this fiscal year
William E. Withers, a non-union switch- amount to $3,100,000 more than last year,
man in the employ of the St. Louis Bridge while the expenses of collectionhave been
and Tunnel Company, at St. Louis, was considerably reduced. Had it not been for
assaulted while going to his room. In self- labor agitationsthe increase,it is thought
defense, as he claims, he shot and killec would have been ranch larger.
one of his assailants. He was with diffiSecretary Whitney has written to
culty rescued from the mob and
the
officers in charge of the new naval
taken to the station. .. .Percy Perkins,
John Klingel, Charles O’Connell,and cruisers, calling attention to the delay in
Policeman Cassenbrodt, were bitten by completing the Atlanta, and asking that
' a mad dog at Pullman, ID., and ho<e gone she oe put in condition for sea as soon as
to Paris for treatmentby Pasteur ____ The possible.
Union Pacific Road is abont to expend
Gen. Sypher, an ox- Congressman from
i

quarters building

____

.

Indians are reported

to have attacked a ranch twenty miles south-

west of Pontano, A.
persons.

T„

and killed eight

Tire packing establishment of Plaukin-

Oats— No. 2 ......................
Rye No. 1 .......................

•)

.29
.65

©
©

.29!*
.66

Emperor William has sent the Popo Pork— Now Mess ................ 8.75 © 9.25
TOLEDO.
a costly gold cross, mounted with jew- Wheat— No. .................... .86 © .88
.37 © .38
els, us a souvenir of German gratitude Corn— No. 2 ......................
Oats— No. .................. .30 © .31
for the friendly offices rendered by his
ST. LOUIS.
2

2

Holiness iu arbitratingthe dispute between
Germany and B^ain over the Caroline
Islands.

The

Treasury Department has decided
that Chinese seamen do not fall within the
prohibitoryprovisions of the restriction
act, and therefore may be allowed to land'

Corn— Mixed ........ ............ .32
Oats— Mixed ..................... 29

©
©
©

Pork— New

©

Wheat—

No. 2 Itod ............... .86
.

Mess ................ 9.25

When

the hunter has found a rubber
away a space from
the roots, and then moves on in search
of others, returning to commence operation as soon as he has marked all the
trees in tho vicinity. He first of all
digs a hole in the ground hard by, and
then cuts in the tree n y-sbapedincision with a machete, as high as ho
can reach. Tho milk is caught as it
exudes and flows into the hole. As
soon as the flow from the cut haa
ceased the tree is chopped down, and
the trunk raised from the ground by
means of an improvised trestle.
After placing large leaves to catch
the sap, gashes are cut throughout the
entire length, and the milk carefully
collected. When it first exudes, the
sap is of the whiteness and consistence
of cream, but it turns black on exposure to the air. When the hole is filled
with rubber, it is coagulated by adding
hard soap or the roots of the mechvacan,

tree, he first clears

.87

which have a most rapid action, and
prevent the escape of the water that is

.33

.29!*
9175

always present in the fresh sap.

CINCINNATL

’

When

coagulated
sufficiently, the .
rubber
is
Wheat—
AT— Na
Iw. Z2 IMHl
Red ................ on
68 <$
V* .ou
.90
'---O — — — — ~ — -- *
,
Corn-No. ....................... 38 & .39 secured by bark thongs, carried on tne
oats-No. ..... .................a*
back 0f the hunter to the bank of the
PoRK-Mess
................ 9.2 » ©9.75
river, and floated down on rafts.
Live Hogs ....... ............... 3.75 © 4.5J
DETROIT.
The annual destruction of rubber
Beef Cattle .................... 4.50 (fl)5.50
trees
in Colombia is very great, and
Hogs .............................3.50 & 5.00
the industry must soon disappear altoSheep ............................3.25 © 4.50
Wheat-No* 1 White .............Si & .85
gether, unless the government puts in
Corn— No. ....................... 37 © .88
force a law that already exists, which
Oats-No. ....................... 33 © .37
INDIANAPOLIS.
compels the hunters to tap the trees
Beef Cattle .................... 4.00 <0! 5.50
without cutting them down. If this
Hogs .............................3.75 © 4.50
law were strictly carried out, there
Sheep ............................2.50 & 4.75
Wheat— No. 2 Red ................ 85 © .86
would be a good opening for commerCorn-No. 2 ....................... 84 © .38
cial enterprise,for rubber trees will
Oats-No. ....................... 30 © .31
EAST LIBERTY.
grow from 8 to-10 inches in diameter
Cattle— Beat .................... 5.50 © 6.00
in three or four yeors'frop seed. The
Fair ...................
4.75 ©5.25
Common .........
4.00 © 4.50
trees require bat little attention, and
Hogs... .......................... 4.0) ©4.53
j they begin to yield returns sooner than

^

2
2

-

.....

.

temporarily in the ordinary pursuit of their
calling, for the purpose of shipping on a
return voyage as soon as possible.

The

Porto has thanked the powers for

their efforts to cause Greece to disarm.
Prompt and unconditional disarming alone,
Ortosns, tostifled in fh. rnn-Etortric says the note, could induce the Porte to
investigation,and confirmed Prof. Bell’s dispense with a demand for compensation
statement that the New York World news- for the sacrificesTurkey has been compaper article was composed by E. N. Hill, pelled to make iu the maintenanceof a war
a lawyer-lobbyist
lately from Arkansas. footing to meet the threatened attack of
Whitelaw Reid, of tho New York Tribune, Greece.
Russia will not accept the reply of
testifiedthat the first article concerning

A Co., at Milwaukee, employing 300
Attorney General Garland's connection with
men, shut down because of the dissatisfac- the Pun-ElectricCompany hud been pretion existing among laborers in general. pared by Major Clark, one of tho Tribune's
No demand had been made upon the linn. Washington correspondents.The Tribune
... .A hurricane prevailed for twenty-four had not paid anything for the matter.
hours in Nebraska, the wind being so heavy T. C. Crawford, (ho Washington oorreton

2

FOREIGN*

to

.

Z

The bed Of the ocean, says a foreign
an enormous extent covLouis Somekfield (white) and Richered with lava and pumice atone Still fr.o,P.rrSiS“h?n
ard J. Leo (colored) were executed at more remarkable is it to find the flooi , the United Bcates. Mr. Ward, of Indiana, from
Washington, D. C.; J. M. Annstrong was nf
covered in
the ed
Committee
on Postoffices
aud Roods, re01 the
tne ocean
ocean uuvereu
iu many
uiauj parts
iuib.
^ bill RUthorizing
tho omploymant
of
hanged at Perry ville, Ark.; George Car- with the dust of the moteorites.
unitw*

the

Arkansas deny that there is any suffering

ture

steamer Honduras was

olics to join the Knights of Labor, has
caused the most intense excitementamong

of $400,000.

Planters in

the
|

restless body about the sick-bed. Some

The

2

2

2

Greece to the ultimatum of the powers. All
3.50 © 4.53
Europe is discussing the trouble between Sheep ...........................
BUFFALO.
Greece and Turkey. There seems to be an Wheat-no. 2 Red ............... 88 © .89
impression that the troubles have been Cattle,0.. .°.T:
*.!.'!
*. sioo @
. ’. ’

bridged over.

••'.iv

.v,

;r

w..

’. ’. !

’. ’. ' ’

'.

'.

wi

any other. Those that yield the great^t amount of rubber flourish on the
I banks of the Simu and Aslato Rivers.
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THE LABOR SITUATION.
The Great Movement of WageWorkers

for Shorter
of
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SHORTER WORKING HOURS.
Progress of the Great Movement In
the Cities Looking Toward
That End.
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of a rule
by tho trades-unions for the ad option
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making eight hours a day's labor was not as general as had been expected. There appeared to
be no concert of action among the workingmen,
and in only one city— Milwaukee— did the
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Paul, Minneapolis,Indianapo-

ol the 1st of May we glean the following
summary of the industrialand labor situ-

CHICAGO.

Chicago.

movement reach any magnitude. In that
the demands of the brewery (employes
ation at that date: At Chicago the eight- were refused,and 3,000 of them struck. This
number includedthe drivers, and the breweries
hour agitationhad resulted in closing all can deliver no beer. Tho men in E. P. Allis &
the furniture and box factories and in the Co.'s machine shops went out, and enough
men in various other trades to swell the numsuspension of work at most of the iron and ber of strikers in tho Cream City to nearly
5,000. It is reported that pn equal number of
brass shops. The grout army of meat-packmen are forced into idleness in consequence.

on the morning

IN

Blatant SocialistIncites a Xob to An Organized Attack by Criminal
Deeds of Violence in
and Vicious Men Against

ber for Newark, which borough he con- with the labor troubles in Chicago occurred
tinued to represent until 1846. During this
at the great McCormick Reaper Factory on
period he was a constant contributorto the
Quarterly Review, chiefly on literary and the alternoon of the 3d inst. About 7,000
ecclesiasticalsubjects. In 1834 he was strikers gathered in some open lots near the
made Junior Lord of the Treasury, and in works. They consistedlargely of em1835 Under Secretary for Colonial Affairs.
ployes of Inmber yards and planing mills.
In 1841 he was sworn in a member of the
Privy Council and appointed Vice Presi- Most of the men were Germans, Bohemident of the Board of Trade and Master ans, and Foies.
rather “tough"

to the metropolitan press

DYNAMITE

fortune in the West India trade. Mr. Glad-
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mass of telegraphic dispatches

FIRST BLOOD.
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GLADSTONE.

Kill.

Polloemeu Wounded, Many
Fatally— Many of the

Them

Mob

Slain.

Bloody Scenes Almost Rivaling
the Paris Commune in the
Streets of Chicago.

A

of the Mint. In 1843 he was made
number President of the Board of Trade. In 18-15

Tho result of tho poniicioas and Incendiary
have been for several yean
preached in tho streets nnd halls of Chicago by
alien and criminal agitators,says a Chicago paper of Wednesday, was seen last night, when a
dynamite hemb was thrown into the midst of a
squad of policemen who were performingtheir
sworn duty, aud sixty of them were dangerously
wounded, some fatally.That it was an organized and premeditated attack admits of no
doubt, and the outgrowthof the riot at the McCormick reaper- works on Monday, when some anarchists were most justly punished for an attempt to destroyprojrerty . Monday night, after
that riot was quelled, the following circular was
scattered around tho city :
"Revenge ! Workingmen, to arms l Your masters sent out their bloodhounds,the police ; they
killed six of vour brothers at McCormick's this
afternoon. They killed tho poor wretches because they, like you, hod the courage to disobey
tho supreme will of your Irosses. They killed
them because they dared to ask for the shortening of the hours of toil. They killed them to
show you, ‘free American citizens,'that you
must be satisfiedaud contented with whatever
your bosses condescendto allow you, or yeu will

doctrines which

an

defrom
empty beer keg in Gerdemunds were made by but
eight-hour concessionand few of the trades. In some cases tho reduced
man,
and
other speakers delivered
hours were granted by tho employers,in many
double pay for extra work. Freight-han- more answer was deferred, and in others strikes
haranguesin Bohemian aud Polish.
dlers at the Chicago, Burlington aud ensued. There is no report of demands being
All speeches were of an inflammatory charQuincy and Chicago and Alton freight made by railroad employes.In Now York the
acter, such as the Anarchists delight to inhouses struck work in consequenceof a re- movement was confinedto the carpenters and
oiners. There was a monster demonstrationin
dulge iu. Their words did not fail to have
fusal of the companies to adopt the eight- Jnlon Hquare, at which 20,000 people listened to
an effect upon the ignorant, excitable audihour system. The workmen in different addresses by friends of the short-timei moveence, many of whom were under the influmanufaftnring establishments had either ment It was free from disorder or Communism. In Chicago thousands of men from the
ence of beer. When the Anarchist leaders
struck or were threatening strikes on the
lumber-yards and planing mills paraded tho
thought that the excitement had been
same ground. The demands made by la- streets with red flags and listened to incendiary
wrought up to a sufficientlyhigh pitch,
borers were not uniform,nor were the an- speeches in foreign tongues. Tho most notable
fellow exclaimed,pointing to
strike at Chicago was with the railroads,all of
swers of employersto the propositions of
the twenty-five in Chicago being affected, with
the buildings of the McCormick works:
the employes. The Furniture Manufacturers’
the lone exception of tho Baltimore and Ohio.
“Do you see that bastile of monopoly?
Association at Grand Rapids, Mich., deNow is the time for you to wrest it from tne
cided to refuse the demand for a reduction
The Situationin Chicago.
hands of your oppressors!”Tho crowd set
of hours of labor to eight accompaniedby a
The labor and industrial situation at Chicago
up an approving howl and immediatelybeon Monday, tho 3d inst.. was thus outlined by
10 per cent, advance in wages. It was despecial
dispatches
from
that city of that date :
gan moving toward tho factory, arming
cided to treat with employesonly as indiIt was estimatedlast night that 40,000of tho
themselves on the way with bricks and clubs.
viduals. The Woodbnrn- Barken Wheel 225.000 wage-workers of Chicago have already
When they reached the big. gate, the workCompany, of Indianapolis,the largest profited by tho eight-hourmovement. About
ingmen were just emerging from it.
establishment of the kind in the country, re- 65.000 are supposed to bo out on strike this
morning. In many instances,whore largo
They were greeted with yells of
fuses to pay ten hours' wages for eight
bodies of men are solidifiedunder a trade move“Scab” and “Rata,” and bombarded get killed I
hours’ work. The 6,000 miners and labor- ment. long strikes are threatenedif tho present
with stones.
surprisedwork*
“You have for year* endured the most abject
ers in the Clearfield(Pa.)
region were ordered attitude of tho employers is maintained. Tho
ragmen beat a hasty retreat,but the mob humiliations;you have for years suffered unto stop work if the scale adopted by the Co- movement has not yet been attended by any
measurable iniquities; you have worked yourviolence, though in some quarters the socialist- he entered the Cabinet as Secretary of the followed them into tho yard. The men
lumbus (Ohio) conventionwas not signed. ic element has caused seeming bickeringand
Colonies, under the Premiership of Sir were stoned aud every window in the build- selves to death ; you have endured the pangs of
want and hunger; your children you have sacriThe army of idle men at Milwaukee has disquiet This is particularly true of tho lumRobert Peel. In 1852 he became Chancel- ing was demolished. When the police in- ficed to the factory lords ; in short, you have
created apprehensionslest on outbreak ber region and North Side furniture district.
lor of tho Exchequer under tho Earl of
The report received that the Milwaukee & St,
terferedthey were pelted with stones and been miserable and obedient slaves all these
should result, and arrangementshad been
Paul Company was sending 400 men into tho city Aberdeen,and retained the office for a short fired upon. Two hundred officers were years. WhyV To satisfy the insatiable greed,
made to swear in seveial hundred special to take tho places of the striking freight handlers
to flu the coffers of your lazy, thieving masters.
period under the Premiershipof Lord Pal- rushed to the scene as fast as horses could
When you ask them now to lessen the burdeu
policemen. A New York dispatch of the caused no little uneasinessin railroad quarters.
merston.
In
1858
Mr.
Gladstone
declined
draw the patrol wagons, and a short, he sends his bloodhounds out to shoot you, kill
Tho strikers decided to resist any attempt of
1st inst. says:
a position in the Cabinet, but accepted an
sharp battle between the police and tho you!
An extondf d Inquiry by BracUtrett's an to tho the imported men to handle the freight.
"If you are men. If you are tho sons of your
Previousto Saturday 1,000 brewers,as many appointmentas Lord High Commissioner rabble followed. A number of the mob
details of the agitationby labor unions gonergrnmlsires, who have shed their blood to free
ally to secure the adoption of the eight-hour bakers, 800 furniture workers. 1,600 clothing
Extraordinary to the Ionian Islands. On were shot, but were earned away by their you, then yon will rise in your might, Hercules,
day shows that tho unions have alreadygained cutters, and 100 tuck pointers had secured a re- Lord Palmerston's return to power, in 1858,
friends,so that their names might not bo uud destroytho hideous monster that seeks lo
some ground and that the roeTHborswill strike ductionof their working hours.
Accordingto the reports received np to mid- Mr. Gladstone again became Chancellor of obtained. A dozen policemen were hurt. destroyyou. To arms ! we call yon ; to arras !
if necesjary in large numbers to enforce
“Youh Booth xns."
the desired rule. Tho 35,000 anthracite night by Mr. George A. Schilling,chair- the Exchequer. After the death of Lord The officers finally succeededIn drivingthe
Tuesday afternoon It was followed by the folminers in Eastern Pennsylvania demand the man of the eight-hour committee, the de- Palmerston, in 1865, ho became the
men
away.
A
crowd
of
about
250
sheetlowing, wliich was thrown broadcastthroughout
eight-hourrnlo and threaten to strike. They mands of tho followinghave been satisfied:
leader of his party in the House of metal workers undertook to compel the tho streets of tho city:
would do so to-day were they sure of the Ln- Eight hundred tobacco handlers, 700
“Attention, Workingmen1 Groat mass-meetCommons. In 1868 Mr. Disraeli’s Minis- suspension of work at tho tin-can factoryof
jiemo and Lackawanna region men, where the stroet-car employes, all the members of the
ing to-night, at 7 :30 orclock, at the Haymarkot,
organization is not as perfect as elsewhere. Cigar-Makers'Union, 303 boor-barrelmakers,
try resigned, and Mr. Gladstone succeeded Norton Brothers, in River street, but
Randolph street,between Desplaines and HoiMissionary work is being done at tho north 950 dry-goods and notion store employes, him as Premier. He continued at the head
Good shakers will be present to deto the end that tho demand may 8,500 packers, and a large number of workmen of the Cabinet until 1874, when the Lib- were frightened off by the police. sted.
Tho butchers employed by Swift A nounce the latest atrocious act of tho police—
bo enforced. Prom Chicago word comes employed in smaller industries.Besides, the
that
careful canvas reveals 02,000 following unions have adopted tho eight-hour erals being defeated in tho Parliament- Co., at tho Stock Yards, were forced tho shooting of our follow-woikmen yesterday
members of various trades who will strike standard: Brick-Layers',Stone-Masons',Hod- ary elections,Mr. Gladstone and his col- by a mob to quit work. The managers of afternoon. Thk ExKCtmvK Committee."
In responseto this, a largo crowd of anarchists
Carriers’,Plasterers',and Lathers'.
if the demand for eight hours is not granted
Out of the thirty-seven establishmentswhere- leagues resigned, and Mr. Disraeli again tho railwaysmet at the Bnrlington offices and socialistsasse mbled at the ]>oint indicated,
including35,000 packing-yardsemployes.As
and resolved to act as a unit in refusing all and wore hamnguod by a trio of blatant comsociated foundrymon and metal-workersin New in iron-moldersore employed, twenty-throe took the helm. In 1879 Mr. Disraeliagain
Bhr ps have won', five of the Anns are resisting
York and vicinity to the number of 20,000 prom
retired, and was a second time succeeded demands for higher wages or shorter hours. munists. Their talk was of a most reckless and
incendiary character. Ono, Ham Flelden, a
the movement, and tho remainder are negotiatise trouble if nine hours are not granted them
by Mr. Gladstone, who, with the exception An attempt was made at the various yards socialisticEnglishman, was the last speaker.
as a full day’s work. At flaltlmoro,Milwaukee, ing. The Machinistsand Blacksmiths’Assemstrikingfor eight hours, of a very brief interval, has been Premier to handle freight with now men, but con- Haid ho : “Wo who come here to address you
Chicago, and Detroit there is promised a very
general demand for the eight-hour day. and in With Mwr ten-hours wages scaled, re- ever since.
siderable difficulty was experienced.The are socialists; rebels to the law I Legislation
will never help vou, never I Martin Forau wont
ports general success.The upholsterers
the event of its refusalstrikes will follow,
men in Annour’s packing-houseare to re- to
Congress in the interest of labor,
is noticeable that tho furniture, wood-workers, are being resistedin nearly every instance.
ceive ten hours’ pay for eight hours’ work. and yet ho tells you that no legislation
IN HONOR OF JEFF DAVIS.
and building trades unions are those- most Tbirtv-three hundred brickmakers are striking
Between 400 and 500 women employed in can be had for tho workingman. Can't we?
prominent,as a class, in the demand for fewer for eight hours' work at ten hours’ pay. About
hoars of work per day. At fit. Louis, Louisville, one-half of tho 650 butchersin the city have seCrowds Flock Into Montgomery to See and Chicago tailorshops went on a strike for When the rich man understandsthat It is not
healthy to live among a lot of discontented
and Philadelphiaconcessionshave been made cured reductions from sixteen to ten hours. The
Hear tho President of the Confederacy.
better wages and shorter hours.
workmen wo shall be able to got legislationand
by manufacturers,and in a number of instances Shoemakers’ Assembly has modified its demands
not before." Fielden continued in this strain
oompromiseshave been made at nine hours to eight hours' pay for eight hours' work, and exWednesday, the 28th of April, eaya a )
New York.
until 10:20 p. m„ when 150 pop...
police officers left
daily at ten hours' wages. In most all direc- pects to gain this concession. The Clerks’
dispatchfrom Montgomery, will ever be
tions it is reported that many manufacturers Union will bo satisfiedwith ten hours. Four
Almost every branch of labor in New tho Desplaines Htreet Station and marched
north on Desplaines. He stoppedwhen the first
will make concessions if it comes to the ques- hundred wagonmnkersbegin work to-day under
memorable in the historyof Alabama, in York is more or less disturbed over the de- line of officerswas orderedto halt oppositethe
tion of a strike.There were to-day over six the eight-hourreform. Tho marble- workers
thousand men striking for eight hours per day, have also won under the eight-hours’ pay agree- that, while calling out ringing oratorical terminationof the men to obtain a re- wagon from which ho spoke.
A thousand men hud meanwhile gathered.
two-thirds of whom were at Chicago and Mil- ment. The Coopers' Assembly is still standing pleas for the erection’ofa monument to tho duction in the length of the working day
The police marched toward the crowd in plawaukee. There are recordsof the eight-hour out for nine hours’ pay.
As a general rule the demand for nine hours
toons,
headed by Inspector Bonfleld and Capt.
The larger iron and brass works are closed to Confederate dead, the occasion has served
day having been granted to at least thirtv-two
five days iu the week and eight hours on
Ward. The line of the first division of offloers
thousand workmen, two-thirds of the total being await events. Only one planing-millwas in for a grand demonstrationin commemoraSaturday has been conceded by tho em- filled the street from side to side. The police
operation yesterday,
yesterday.The
ine laborers
lanorors or
of mo
tho j*.quitEquitat Chicago, and one-half of tho remainder at operation
able Gas Company struck for eight hours' work tion of tho secession of Alabama, the estab- ployers with little or no demur, but there is marched Into tho crowd, sweeping it to the
Louisville and Philadelphia. There are also
and full pay. The agitation in Chicago has thus lishment of the Confederacy,and the in- oj position,more or less ornnnized, in tho pavements, and pressing It before them. Whun
twenty-ftvo thousand workmen at Chicago who
have asked for eight hours per day, without as far resulted In no acts of violence.
auguration of Jefferson Davis as its Presi- differenttrades, to tho granting of tho the front odlumn reached the speakers' wagon
Inspector Bonfinld ordered“Halt I*
Following is a summary'of tho worlers In
vet threateninga strike, lllteen thousand at
dent. Every locality was represented, and eight-hoar day. _______
Capt. Bonfleld cried: “In the name of the
New York City, and ten thousand scattering. the leading trades of Chicago:Fifty packing
Bite of IllinoisI command this crowd to dlsExcluding the six thousand men now striking houses, 15,000 to 20,000; twenty-two breweries, many adjacent towns and villages poured
rittuburgli.
1,500; fifty wholesalebakeries, 1,100; three gas
their entire population into the streets.
for eight hours, there are reported to be one
hundred snd five thousand men, exclusiveof companies, 1,200; four street railways, 4,500;
At Pittsburghabout 6,01)0 men are on P AH°tho words left his mouth a spluttering
The entire city was gayly decorated, and
many at Baltimore and Milwaukee not enumer- railroads,15,0J0; one hundred cigar facto- the City Hall had United States flags flut- a strike. They are the stonemasons, the spark of fire arched through the air from the
opening of the alley and over the speakers'
ated, who will promptly strike if the requestis ries, 1,300; five express companies,1,200;
wagon. It was tho burning fuse of a dynamite
not granted. This total includes the 35.000 telegraph and telephone ccmpanios,1,800; tering * out of every window. More plasterers, the carpenters, and furniture
Federal flags floated in Montgomery than at makers. The stonemasonswant $3.25 per bomb. It wo* well aimed in its deadly mission.
anthracite miners, the 50,000 mentioned at Chi- sixty-seven boot; and s bookman ufactorles, 2,500;
cago, and 6.030 at Now York, but does not cover forty wholesale clothingmanufactories,5,000; any lime since 1860. The privatehouses day for nine hours’ work, instead of $3.30, It foil directly in the middle of the street,
and between tho first two doable colthe 20,000 metal-workersin the vicinity of New twelve dry-goodsdealers, 8,00:);twenty brass
and business houses all had a liberal sup- which they have been receiving, for ten umns of police. The Instant that it
York who demand nine hours. At least 12.000 foundries, 1,000; twenty tanneries, 1,300; eightystruck the ground it exploded with a terskilled workmen throughoutthe smaller indus- seven foundries, Iron-works,and rolling-mills, ply of decorations and devices and words hours’ work. Tho plasterers ask for nine
rible, sullen roar. It did its deadly work
8,000; 100 carriageand wagon factories, 1,500; of welcome to Mr. Davis. The ex-Presi- hours’ work every day except Saturday,
trial cities in Pennsylvania have asked for eight
well. Twenty-nine mangled men fell groaning
hours, and will oompromise on nine hours nor 140 furniture and upholstry, 6,000 ; forty planlngdent
of
the Confederacy was driven in a when it shall be eight, and no reductionin to the (round. The bomb broke tho ranks of
day. At many points the subject has not be- mllls and box factories.2,500 ; 200 lumber yards,
wages
from
those
paid
for
ten
hours'
labor.
carriage
drawn
by
four
milk-white
horses
the officers. AgatUnggun could not have cut
come actively prominent,notably at Pittsburgh, 7,000 ; 20,000 men are employed In the building
where so muon of tho work is pioce-work,not trade as carpenters,paper-hangers,lathers, to the State Capitol, which was followed Carpenters demand a reduction of working a wider swath/ A scene of horror followed, tho
painters,
stone
and
bricK
workers,
stono-cuttors,
dependent on hours of labor, and at Wheellngh
by an immense procession.Arriving at hours from ten to nine, wages to remain the details of which may never be known. Tho
officers were demoralized and broke ranks.
W. Vo. In such lines at Pittsburghas the de- plumbers and gas-fitters, roofers and slaters.
tho State House, Mayor Reese introduced same.
Many huddled together in tho street and
mand has been made, there has been a comthe guest to the vast audience. *
stood their ground Others fled after and
promise of nine hours. Thoro is apparently
Tho Situation Elsewhere.
Detroit.
with the crowd. They needed no order to
Mr. Davis, leaning on his cane, with the
very general demand for reduced hours
The most of the furniture factories at Grand \
One thousand men employed in the fire. In an instant every man's revolver was iu
of daily labor among trades unions. It Rapids, Mich, wore closed on tho 3d inst, pre- Federal flag over him and Confederate
and every man shot to kill. For an Inis probable that tho larger proportion of
shops of the Michigan Car Company quit action,
oratory to tho inaugurationof tho eight-hour veterans before him, spoke in a clear,
stant after tho explosion, the crowd seemed partho employes' demands will bo nettled by nmovement
At Cincinnati the factories, em- ringing voice, showing tho deep intensity work at Detroit. There seemed to bo no alyzed, but with tho revolver shots cracking
compromise or mutual concessions.In others,
ploying about twelve thousand men, wore
to a significant degree, the demand for eight
of bis feelings, but without a tremor organization,and there was some little con- like tho tattoo of a mighty drum, and the bulclosed,nnd will so remain until terms con
lets singing in the air, tho mob plunged away
hours with ten hours' wages will bo preseod
bo made. With the other trades there was or' pause, except when interrupted fusion as to the demands, but it all amount- into tho darkness with a yell of rage and fear.
with strikes. The nine-hour compromises have
ed
to
less
work
for
the
same
pay.
Some
considerablecommotion, but iu mony instances bv the shouts of his hearers. He said:
It was almost an indescribablescramblefor
, generally been passed on ten hours’ wages,
tho troubles wore compromised. At St.
My friends, it would be vain If I should at- wanted nine and others eight hours' work life. Scores of men wore knocked down by
amounting to an advance of 10 per cent, in pay.
Louis a great many workmen in the various tempt to express to you the deep gratification for ten hours’ wages.
those behind them, and trampled upon like catActive r< sistancois promised by many manubranches of trade quit because their employers which I feel at this demonstration. But I know
tle in a car, unable to rise. Over twenty woundfacturers to pay 20 per cent, advanced wages, or
refused to grunt their demands for an increase
ed persons were picked un and borne away.
Boston.
ten hours' pay for eight hours’ work. In of pay. At Pittsburgh tho trouble was confined that it is not personal, and therefore I feel more
deeply
gratified.
Decauso
it
is
a
sentiment
far
Those on tho Inner circle of the crowd were at
brief Bradstrcct'sreports 105,000men who
to tho building trades, and In most instances dearer to mo than myself. You have passed
Four
thousand
men—
carpenters,paint- the mercy of the police, and were shot down.
will strike— «5, 000 for eight hours and 20,000 for
whore tho demands were not granted a strike through tho terrible onleal of war which Ala- ers. plumbers,nnd masons— are on a strike Tho police pursued the mob for half a block up
nine hours-0,000men now on strike for o'ght
was ordered, in which tho carpentersand furni- bama did not seek. When she felt her wrongs
and down Randolph street. No man was spared.
hours', and that eight hours have been granted
ture-workerswill lead. At Buffalo there wci too grievousfor further toleration she sought in Boston. Work on a number of build- All who were overtakenby tho officers were shot
32.000 employes at various points. There are
ings
has
ceased,
while
on
others
the
master
no trouble worth mentioning,though the social- the peaceful solution.That being denied her
down and clnbbed. In a moment after the exadditionally 75,000 men who have asked for the
ists were trying to foment strife. In Washingthunders of war came ringing over the builders have employed non-union men to plosion the streets were cleared, but within a
eight-hour rule, but who have not stated they
ton
there was no trouble, but, on the other land. Thou her people rose in their carry on the work. The strike affects radius of 100 feet of the spot where the bomb
will strike. At leading centers alone It is probhand, rejoicingamong the street-oarmen, majesty ; gray-hairedseers and beardbad fallen fully sixty men lay wounded on the
able that over 225,000 industrial employes are
whose working time was, in accordancewith an less boys eagerly rushed to tho front. It was buildings in all stages of construction,and ground. Tho center of the street seemed full
actively interested in the movement.
agreement made some months ago, reduced to that war which Christianity alone approved— contractorshave had to shut down on some of writhing, groaning men. calling for help. Untwelve hours. The trades,however, were exa holy war for defense Well do I remember foundations.
der the Iron stairway on the northwest oorHistory of the Eight-Hour Movement.
pected to strike for eight hours. In New York seeing your gentle boys, so small— to use a
nor of the street two citizenslay, one inSt. Louis.
the
piano-makers
demanded
eight
hours
work,
former's
phrase—
that
they
might
have
been
sensible, the other moaning feebly and unable
It is difficultto fix an exact time at which
and threatened to quit if they did not get it. called seed-corn, moving on with eager step and
The whole force of employes out in St. to rise. Down the basement stairway, under
the eight-hour movement can bo said to
From Ohio, where the eight-hour law went into fearless brow to the carnivalof death ; and I
them, three men lay. Propped against the
have begun. Previous to 1856 twelve hours effect, great depression of business was re- have also Icoked upon them when their knap- Louis through tho eight-hourmovement lamp-post on the corner was a wounded man,
I>orted.
Where
employers
were
unable
to
get
probably
numbers
between
two
and
three
nted.
i
constituteda day’s work. In that year the
sacks and muskets seemed heavier than the
and at his feet, in the gutter, another. Across
their men to work tan hours, they either dis- boys, and my eyes, partaking of a mother's thousand, reports a dispatch from the
the street,on tho northwest corner, three men
working hours were decreased to ten, and,
missed them or hired them by the hour. At weakness, filled with tears.
Bridge City. As yet there seems to be no lay in the gutter. At the bead of the basement
generallyspeaking, have remained un- Indianapolisall demands were refusedand a
Those days have passed. Many of them have
stairwayone lay silently.Another sat up, holdfew of tho factories closed. At Boston the found nameless graves ; but they sre not dead. likelihoodof the movement becoming gen- ing a bleeding log and begging the officers not
changed up to the present.
The eight-hourday was established in trades united in a demand for eight hours with They live in memory and their spirits stand out, eral here, though the indications may be to itlll him. Reclining on the stairs below them
ten hours' piy, and will strike if their deAustraliathirty years ago, and one day in mands are not acceded to. At Milwaukee the tho grand reserve of that column which Is the other way to-morrow.There has been were two suffering men, and In the area-way
marching on with unfaltering steps toward the
below, throe more. East and west on Randolph
each year— April 21— is celebratedin com* employes in the breweries quit work because goal of constitutional liberty. [Applause.] It no violence so far, and no request for postreet wounded men laY In doorway*.Within
their
uomand
for
an
increase
of
wages
was
not
lice
protection
has
been
made.
memoration of the event— jnst as it is prowere in vain if I should attempt, as I have alfive minutes after the firing had ceased eight
granted.
TTie
other
workmen
joined
in
a
street
ready said, to express my gratitudeto you. I
posed to celebrate May 1 in this country
men lay iu tho alloy, near the wagon, between
demonstration,and along the docks there was
Louisville.
Randolph and Lake streets. No citizens were
hereafterfor a like reason. The eight-hour conslde' able trouble on accountof the interfer- am standing now very nearly on the spot where
I stood when I took the oath of office in 186L
The refusal of the furniture manufact- dead that had been found within an hour after
movement in this country received its first ence of the striker* with the men at work. Your demonstration now exceeds that which
tho riot. I or some minutes after the mob had
noticeable impetus jnst after the war of At Detroit the employes of most of welcomed mo then. This shows that the spirit nrers to concede ten hours' pay for eight .dispersed the police kept up a frenziedsearch
the
breweries
cult
werk
because
the
emhonrs’
work
caused
a
general
lock-ont
of
of
Southern
liberty
is
not
dead.
iLoug
for any who had taken refuge nearby. Those
the rebellion,and a million and a half of
ployers refused to discharge non-union men,
men, mustered out of the army, were thrown increase wages, and docreaso the house of work. and continued applanso.)Then you were tarniture workers at Louisville,Ky., which who met tho officers calmly were allowed
full of joyous hopes. You nad every
to go, but all who attempted to esupon the labor market, overstocking it to a Tho coed operators at Pittsburghgranted an in- prospect of achievingall you desired ; and now is the second largest furniture market in cape were mercilessly clubbed. The
America.
About
3,000
men
are
idle
as
a
distressful degree. Eight-hour leagues crease to the miners,and everythingwas quiet, you ore wraj p d iu the mantle of r grot— and
work
gathering the dead, dying,
and wounded was promptly begun. Forty-eight
were formed throughoutthe country with but in the Monongaheladistrict the advance yet that regret only manifestsmore profoundly, consequence. _
was refused, and the men were at work. The i nd doe* not obliterate,the expressionof your
policemen were found to be wounded, eight or
the avowed purpose of seonring a decrease advance was also refused at Youngstown, Ohio.
The Gould Strike at an End.
Bi ntiment*. I fe'.t last night as I approached
ton of them, it is feared, fatally.The fugitives
of working hours, in order that there might The strikers at the New York eugor refineries the Exchange Hotel, from the gallery of which
The great strike on the Gonld system of from the scene of the riot poured into Madison
be a corresponding increasein the number were pnld off, and most of them asked to return vour peerless orator, 'William L, Yancey, Intro- railroads has been declaredoff, and the street iu an irresistible stream. The open
work at the old scale of wages. The stone-cut- duced mo to the citizens of Montgomery, and
stores, which here offered the first shf Iter, were
of laborers, thus affording the idle sol- to
idle employes of the road will endeavor to besieged and instantly occupied by breathless
ters of Pittsburgh have generally secured nine commended me In language which only his elodiers an opportunity of earning a living.
hours, but nearly every furniture factoryis quence could vield,and which far exceeded my regain their old situations. This result, and terror-stricken crowds. Close in the rear
In 1866 a labor convention was held in closed. Two hundred plumbers quit work in fit. merit- 1 felt, 1 say again, that I was coming to
says a 8t. Louis dispatch,has been brought of this terrifiedthrong the wounded ti Mowed at
Baltimore, at which delegates were present Louis and five hundred furnituremen in Cin- mv home— coming to a land white liberty dka
the best speed tholr injuries would permit
cinnati. Five thousand carpenters,of Bos- not, aM serious sentiments wUl live forever. about by the effortsof the citizens’ com- Men ran at a staggering pace, with the
from all parte of the United States. It pro- ton threatened to strike for tight hours.
mittee, appointedabout three weeks ago, blood tricklingthrough their clothing.Other*
nounced in favor of on eight-hour working About two thousandjourneymen carpenters tAfPhave0'l>eenpromised, my friends, that I which has been in constant communication rushed frantically through the street shrieking
day. Very little was said concerningany of Baltimore struck for eight hours’ work aud shoul I not be called upon to make a spe ch; with the Executive Board of the Knights of
change in current wages. The stone 'cutters’ pay. The bossos were ready to concede ton and thereforeI will only extend to yon my
hours' wages for nine hours' labor. The heartfelt thanks. God bless you, one and all, Labor and the Curtin Congressional-Investicraft was the only one which, at that time, proprietorsof all the planing-mill* at Evansgating Committee, which recently made a ^eTa^d^ropickS^bysympJtlAoti?aSS
old men and boys, and the ladies above all othsecured the eight-hour day.
ville, Indiana, agreed to open their doors to emers. who never faltered in our direst need.
~
formal request to the Knights to bring the in the crowd*. - .....
The agitationof the movement has con- ployes at eight hours’ work and pay, or close for [Load and long-continuedapplause.]
strike
to
a
conclusion.
an indefiniteperiod.
tinued more or less actively ever since.

demanded the

one

*wmm

The

a

My^hich

_

_

of

..

deeply mourn. her h»8s. Only daughter of
her mother she leaves a void which can
never be
G. W. R.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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DON’T 00 TO GRAND RAPIDS

filled.

ROGERS. Editor.

Grand Haven.— Last

Saturday morn-

ing the knot Sawyers of the Grand Haven
8, 1886.
Lumber Co's shingle mill struck for au
advance in waves. This was done undoubtedly to keep abreast of the times.
The action of the sawyers resulted In the
shutting down of the mill and throwing
Zeeland,
180 men out of employment. The presi
The death of^Mr. James Moerdyke, one dent of the company said that he was not
of our most prominent businessmen, 1ms particularabout running and would take
cast a gloom over iKifr'antlrc community. immediate steps to remove his mill to
His demise occurred at his home in this Northern Wisconsin, unless the strikers
village last Monday night at about 11 desired towork for what he wanted to
o’clock of strangulatedhernia. He was pay them. Zotov— The men went to
but 27 years of age last Sunday, May 2, work ou Wednesday at the old rates,
and leaves a wife, a dauehter of J.
De Vries, and two children. Jasmes MoeiOF
dyke was a young man of sterling charWe desire to express our thanks to our
acter, of first-class business ability, and many Iriends and neighbors for the many
had many friends in this section who will kind acts and words of sympathy manisincerely regret his loss. The funeral fested towards us during the long and
took place last Thursday afternoon and painful illness of our daughter, Miss
was largelyattended. His brother, Rev. Ethel Broek.
P. Moerdyke, of Grand Rapids, and Rev.
Sol JpnNSTON and Family.
W. Moerdyke, of Pella, la , and his sister,
Lake Shore, May 4th, 1880.

When you can buy them

OUr AROUND.

Mrs. J. Van Broken, of Kalamazoo, were
In attendance on him during bis last
hours.... The annual charter election of
the villagetook place last Tuesday and resulted in a “Waterloo” victory for the republicans. The democraticticket was as
follows: President, Johannes De Free;
Trustees, Jan D. Everhard, Leendert P.
Van der Velde, and Jan Van Eenenaam ;
Clerk, Berend Ramps; Assessor,Johannes
Mulder; Treasurer, Cornells Roosenraad;
Marshal,Antonie Romeyn; Pound master,

Pieter Romeyn. The republican, the
successful ticket, was: President, Goverl
Keppel; Trustees, Tamme G. Huizenga,
Jozejas Baarman, Peter Borst; Clerk,
Jacob Van den Bosch; Assessor, Cornelius Van Loo; Treasurer, Isaac Ver Lee;
Marshal,Phineas Coburn; Poundmaster,
Llbbe Bos. The total number of votes
cast was ICo, of which there were 72
straight republican and 59 straight democratic votes. The majoritiesof the President and Trustees ranged from 25 to 32,
while those of the balance of the ticket
was from 15 to 21. The result w as a surprise to both parties.

Johnsville,

The new

CARPETS

TO BUIT "YOUB

Saturday, May

CARD

!

to put

down

for the

same price already sewed and ready

at the large Furniture Store of

BROUWER &

MEYER,

CO.

THE FINEST

A New and Large Assortment of

THANKS.

BED-ROOM

Marble Top

SUITS,

Will Paper, Ceiling Decorations,

FLUSH P&ELOR SUITS.

AND VERY FINE

OURT-AlIIVS

Chnroh Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

Fancy Chairs and Lounges.
ORGANS VERT CHEAP

At Bottom Prices,
The

At MEYER,

at 7:30

BROUWER &

!

finest in the land at

GO’S.

MEYER, BROUWER & GO’S.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 0:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
Subjects:Morning, “The unpleassnine.-s
ot evil-doing.”Eveninc, “Saioonism, or
the effect of drink-selling on the community.” Congregationalsinging. Opei •
log Antbems'by tkechoir. Weekly praise
and prayer-meeting Thursday at 7:30
p.m. All are welcome.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

A New Line
DOMESTIC,

NEW HOME and

Baby Carriages

other

first class

!

SEWING MACHINES.

A GOOD NEW SEWING MACHINE FOR

320.00.

D.

Good Goods and Low Prices can always be

Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m.,and
p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, Services will be conducted by Rev. Geo. Niemeyer, of Vriesland, Mich. In the evening a sermon
will be preaclied in English by Rev. NieNotice.
meyer.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.— City Clerk’s Office,
Holland, Mich., May 4. 1886.
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sundav school at 3:45. Subjects:Morning,
Sealed proposals will be received by the
“Terrible signs and perilous times.” Common Council of ihe City of Holland
Af-ternoon, “Who will be saved.’’ until Tuesday. June 1, 1886 at 7 p. in.,
Evening, Prayer-meeting.
for the furnishing and deliveringto the
Holland Christian Ref. Church-Ser- City of Holland,lumber for all purposes,
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. for one year, »o date from the 25th day of

2

of

m.

obtained at

MEYER, BROUWER &

CO’S.

REMEMBER!

THAN EVER BEFORE!

depot is completed. Ii was
-THAT Abuilt by Messrs. Blandford & Chute, builders of Grand Rapids. They are now
building one at Stevensville. . .A. HamilDropped in the Post Office to Box 436 will
bring a man to your nouse for your
il.
ton, of Peach Belt, Allegan county, is
here with a large stock of fruit trees, part
of which he will plant on his fruit farm,
the others to fill orders.
J. Fisher, late
will
prices on Oils
of Montague, is here on a flying, visit.
which will be delivered when done.
MethodistEpiscopalCburch-Rev. H. D Aueu-at.1880.
By order of the Common Council.
Mw. C. E. McCarty, of Bravo, his mother, Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
that
will
astonish
you.
14
Geo H. Sipp, City Clerk.
made a short visit to him and friends ____ and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
All Work Guaranteed First-Class
or no Pay.
Dr. Bishop has been quite ill during the Class-meetingat close of morn’ng service,
past week but was some better at last ac- and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
The largest stock of all kinds of oils in
„ , A- K- POTTER. Prop. Star Laundry.
counts. .. .Well, “Free Lance,” you must at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday the city can be found at the Drugstore of
Holland. Mich., March
5 tf.
have swallowed a dose of your own gal) evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are tree. Dr. Wm Van Putten. For Bailed. Raw
and strangled. Though we acknowledge Subjects: Morning, “The evils of the and all Machine Oils, there Is no cheaper
THE FINE BLOODED
we have a good supply of that article yet tobscco bald t” Evening, “The woman place in the state to buy them than at bis
STALLIONS
we offer you the cake, yes, the whole bak- at the well.”
place of
74-2t. To prove the quality of the«- Paint*, we would
ery in that line. If you will drink from
elate that the ramt put ou b Hidings
your unlimited supply you won’t go dry
fou-ye. r ago has given
Notice.
this summer. ’Tis very true we have tadOffice of Board of
poles and frogs, but when this manner of
Will he at the Sole Stable of
Water Commissioner?.
living runs out and we can’t get a living
Dyes! Dyes!
Holland, Mich., May 3, 1886
any other way we irlll start out and sell
We have not had one complaint of its peeling,
Handy Package and Diamond Dyes all
To Water Takers, You are hereby notiscrub fruit trees, ^nd dig up wild strawDuring the Season of 18S6,
cracking or chalking off.
shades and colors at
fied that hereafter the rules and regulaberries and palm them off on the unsoDr. Wm. Van Putten’s.
These horses are Jet black, as were tbelr ancestions of the Board of Water CommisMonphisticated as genuine Sharpless. We do
tors; they have a flue pedigree and are a- yet but
ers of the City of Holland,in regard to
While we are at present
not quite get your drift as to the word
use of water will be strictly enforced.
two years asd ten months old. -This is tbelr first
Five Dollars
Hog. Oh, we have it, perhaps you mean
By order of the Board,
They are undoubtedlythe beat Norman
Hoag. Well never mind we will take you
I will pay flve dollars for the return
THE PAINT TRADE, searon.
Geo.
H.Sipp,
City
Clerk.
stallions
iu this part of the co tn ry and! I nvite ail
for what you meant not what you said. one of my boats, which was taken from
. Do not forget that we atilt have at complete
interestedin hone* to call ard look them over. It
While we have not yet been lucky enough the river landing, by some person una Stock of
That
Dr.
Hess
will
be
here
again
next
will
pay you.
to get a letter we did get a postal card. known to me. The boat is one used in my
H. B'^ONE, Proprietor.
It came without the aid of a microscope livine and is numbered 12, doubled bowed, week seems to be almoej sufficient frr us
lloilaud. Mich . Apri! 29.
18-tf.
to
say,
for
everyone
is
beginning
to
hear
and every ichoolboy knows it by heart. clincher built, and is painted blue.
of
him.
and
it seems the longer be continIt read as follows: ‘ Beware of the Alle14
M. Beukfma.
As lajkeptIn the city, and sell them at prices
Sale.
ues to visit a place and the more people
gan County Fruit Tree Fiend he is a
to suit the times.
Default hiving hcen made In the conditions of a
learn
of
his
sk'll
in
treating
cases
that
double back action spring tooth traud.”
certain mortgage from lede Glas to Edward J.
To-Rent.
KREMERS & BANG?,
other physiciana have lailnd in curing, the
Harrington, dated September twenty-sixth. 1883,
“Free Lance,” we are using considerable
A house in the First Ward near depot is
Central Drug Store.
recorded Octobertwenty-fifth.1883, In Register’*
valuable space upon an unworthy subject for rent. The house Is suitable lor a fam- larger the crowd is that awaits his arrival
Holland, Mich., May ?th. 1888.
Office, of Ottawa County. Michigan, liber 23 of
at
each
visit.
In
bis
specialties,
which
so we will simply advise you to soak your ily of several persons. Terms $6 per
mortgages, page 46 (which mortgage was assigned
O
Uat taken tl.o lead la
are
Cancer.
Stomach
Troubles,
Consumpby said Edward J, Harrington ny assignment
tortured brain and head in a tbimole full month. Inquire at News office 14-lt.
tie teles of that clast of
dateil Decrmber eighteenth, 1883. to Charles Stortion and EpilepticFits, be is a decided
remedies, ami has gireo
of lukewarm water. You will find it a
ing. said assignmentwas recordedon December
almost universal sautiacguccesa. Bat be likewiseseems to treat
great help in your complaint.
Masur.y's Liquid Colors,
tiua,
twenty fourth, ’.883,In suld Register s Office, in
all diseases of\a chronic type with the
MURPHY
BROS
iiber 20 of mortgages, page 562), which default
Tug Button.
These colors are the best in the World.
Pam. Tei
same abilityand gratifying rcaujs. Cerwas by failureto pay Interest due on September
©haswon the favor of
No
chemical
combination
or
soap
mixtwenty-sixth.
1855. and said interesthaving since
the
public
and
now
ranks
West Olive,
tainly to those who are sufL-ring with the
•moii); the leading Meditures, and are warranted pure Linseed
remainedunpaid and in arrear,said assignee hereravages
of
disease,
with
the
dread
ol
a
cine, of the o'ldom.
Mrs. Chas. Pierce and Miss Grace oil Painls. They are ready for applicaby dtclnrcsthe whole amount of said mortgage
A. L. SMITH.
fearful termination,to those we would
due and payable;and upon which mortgage there
Merritt, both of Olive Centre, took the
Bradford. Pa.
tion without other manipulationthan simis claimed due at this date seven hundred and
SoldhyDriwim.
say, avail yourselves of the doctor’s treattrain here recently,the former going to
ply stirrinvrwith a stick to render the
Pricegl.OO.
twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and sevment while you have ih*r opportune v
within about 30 miles of Detroit, where
enty-two cenis for taxes paid by said assignee,
mass of a like consistency. Better results
He wi’.l le hire M y 10 h, at the < iy For sale at the drug store of il. Walsh
her folks live, the latter stopping at Grand
ami no suit or proceedingshaving been Instituted
can he obtained by those who have build
at law to recover the same, notice is hereby gtvi n
Haven, where she now Is with the family ings which require painting or re-painting, Hotel.
A WONDERFUL OCCURRENCE.
that on July twenty-vtgbt, lt:86,at one o.clock iu
of Mr. Brockway, brother-in-law to Mrs. by the use ol these colors than by the use
the afternoon, said mortgage will be foreclosed by
Pierce.... Apple and cherry trees have a of any liquid paints ever before offered.
t-aleof the mortgaged premises at pub ic anction
(Detroit News)
of
at the front door of the Ottawa Consty Court
promise of plenty of their kind this year Everybody who bus used them says so.
The Interest awakened in an important House, Giand Haven. .Vicblgan, to pay amount
Notice is hereby given, that the Board
in this vicinity,but the peach crop will be
Dr. Wm. Van Pullen is the sole agent for of RcView of the City of Holland, will occurence at Jackson caused a representa- due on suld mortgage, with interest and fo e.'losttre
small judging from present indications.
ibis section for these colors and keeps a meet at the Common C- nneit rooms. In tive of this paper to visit that city. He costs, said premisesbeing the north half of the
north east quarter of Section twenty three. In
T. Burton, rehrred to last week, is large stock on band. Call and try them.
;aid city, « n Monday, the 17lh day of Ma* , registered at the Hurd House and Town six. north of Range sixteen west, lu Ottawa
here again for awhile. He soys in his
14
Dr. Wm. Van Puttrn.
18^6, and continue In session four succes- encaged Hon. Frank L. Smith, ill County, Michigan.
travelsbetween here and Casco he sow
Dated April 20. 1886.
sive
days, lor the pur; ose of reviewing proprietor,and ex-member of the State
CHARLES STORING.
hundreds of acres of peach trees In blos“Make no mistake.” See the Leonard t e annual assessment r >11, and any per- Legislature in conversation.
Assignee of Murgnge.
som, presenting a pleasantand favorable
“Mr. C. D. Denio, a man very wellHeanablc Refrigeratorsbefore you buy. son desiring so t » d». may then and there
J. C. POST, Attorney.
prospect. He also reported n good For sale by R. Kauters & Sons.
known
in this community, was probably
• :,Muiue hi- n*«»*«smei>t.
meeting at Robinson last Sunday evening,
the worst wreck physiclally of any man
—
Dated, Holland, May l-i, 1886.
thts country has ever seen. He was
”
but it was probably quite bard on the
Geo. H. Sipp. City Clerk.
Tailors
Mr. Smith stopped suddenly, and going
young man, to learn that Miss Hattie
tc the door called In a man who was passAt Brusse Bro*. immediately. Good
Trumble was in Grand Haven. He showed
— Proprietor of
14-lt
We have a large line of Paper and En- ing. It was Mr. Denio, who said
bis pluck and perseverance,however, by pants and vest
“I am what people call 'resurrected.’
velopes
bought
direct
from
the
factory
returning by way of that place. Miss
a slight attack of rheumatism,
Brushes! Brushes!
which we can job al very low prices. From
Hattie should appreciate such hard earned
growing out of a cold, I grew worse until
Sale Stable,
Painters and others using Brushes will Retail dealers are requested to call.
visits.... Mr. F.Pixley, of Ottawa Station,
Yates & Kane.
STREET.
has a daughter, Anna who recentlyre- remember that there is no larger assortturned with her husband and little child ment, nor belter, nor cheaper brushes in
Jauffered. The doctors were very faithful,
from out West. We are Informed that the the city than at the Drug Store of
Hacks for Weddings, Private
but they did not help me. They adminis14
Dr.
Wm.
Van
Puttrn.
fLU'rrtisnncnts.
husband is going to work Mr. Pixley’s
tered morphine constantly, but it could
Parties and Receptions.
farm. A daughter of Mr. B. Eastway
not kill the pain. Indeed, during mv
Notice.
with a little babe is also visiting friends
ravings I declared I would shoot the
doctors If I ever recovered,which, of
here.... Mrs. Roe arrived here this week City Clerk’s Office,
Carriages
Holland, Mich., May 4, 1886.
course, I was not responsible for. I looked
and will visit friends in the vicinity of
and longed for death. But yet you aee me
Ottawa Station....Mr. Chas. Tuttle, livSealed proposals will be received by
In perfect health. Do you want to know
ing near here end who has lost a number the Commou Council of the City of Holwhat is was that saved my life, virtually
of horses of late, lost another valued at land, until Tuesday, May 18, 1886 at 7 p.
raised me from the grave after the doctors
The Best livery in the City.
about $100 last week.... Mr. Benjamin m. for doing the team work for said City,
and my friends had abandoned me, and
Avery thinks of moving into his new for one year, proposals to state the price
keeps me well all the while? Hibbard’s
house Wednesday.
Arnodnckments:— per day and per load. Endorse on the
Rheumatic Syrup, the best medicine ever
given to suffering humanity.”
Sunday School, Sunday at 11.30 a. m.; envelope Proposal for Team Work.
A. C. VAN RAALTE.
Newspaper men are naturally skeptical,
Class meeting, 6 80 p. m.; Preaching, By order of the 0 mmon Council.
Holland,
Mich.,
April 1, 1886. 0 lyr.
and so the writer called on the
7.80; Prajer meeting, Thursday evening.
14
Geo. H. Sipp, LHtji Clerk.
well-known house of Carroll •& BoardG. W.
man for whom Mr. Denio worked when
Building For Sale.
he was first taken sick. Mr.- Carroll said:
Ventura,
"Mr. Denio was one of the sickest men
The
building on Eighth street, now ncr
THE
LEONARD
In Memoriam.— Ethel Brock, of Venthat ever recovered. He was paralyzed
cupied
by
R. A. Hunt as • saloon will be Cleanablk, with Movtora, died, after a iiogeriog aickueu,Sunfrom rheumatic poison, and no one ever
able Flues. Solid Ash,
$3.00 per Doz.
dreamed he would get well He is well
day, May 2nd, 1886 She wai born on sold cheap and on easy terms. Inquite of Carved and Ornamented, Tbiplk WaLled.
M rs. E. Kruisenoa.
though,
and
it is simply marvelous.”the island of Malta, April 2, 1867. When
Chabooal Filled and
WILL S. WATKINS, the popular artist,has
“Dr. Charles H. Lewis, residing at 209
very young the came with her parents to
Lined, making
We want everybody to tee the great Im- Metal
Blackstone street, attended Mr. Denio taken charge of Mr. A. M. tfurgws Gallurj, and
Five
Walls
in
all.
Solid
America and for many years reaided in provementswhich have been recently
Intends *o tarn out nothing bnt first-class work.
during his sickness.aud said Mr. Denio had
Iron Sbelvea and AirAlt those desirlna One Photos will find It to their
Ohio. Four years since she came here made in Refrigerators,by examining the Tight
Locks. Great varibeen a very sick man. had cone beyond advantageto give him a call.
ety. For (hmiHee,grocers
with her mother, who married Sol John- I^onatd Cleanable, at our store.
the reach of the medical profession,’ and
and tateU Prices low.
had l»een cured, as he declared, by the
ston, one of our well known citizens.
R. Rantrrs & Sons.
Special Rates Riven to Sohool Claasea
use of Hibbard’sRhenmatic Srritp.
Her stay among ns hss been short, but
and Largo Groups. 1
The
above
facta
ar
* true and they can le
sufficientto win a place in ihe hearts of
Golden Seal Bitters is meeting with
relied npon by all readers. We have in- VIEWS OF MACATAWA PARK FOR SALE.
all. Cordial and loving as a friend, she grand success wherever u-ed. It is an
For Safe Vy
vestigated the entire case thoroughly and
Don't Forget the Stand, nearly opp. poatoffice.
will never be forgotten by our present article of great merit. Every family
know !t to Ik* so. It is a lesson to all suf- »
A. M. BURGESS. Proprietor,
circle
of young
______
- people. Successfulas a should have it In the house. It'Is the
'erers and should be carefully rememw. g Watkins, operator.
bered and acted npon.
teacher, her pupils and fellow teachers comtog family medicine.
.
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Laundry Work,

make

4t
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4.

1886.

Stain-Williams Paints

NORMAN

business.

Marcus and Dick

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

H.

BOOGIE,

14-2t.

Reward.

CROWDING

14-2t

U.
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!886,

DRUGS and MEDICINES
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Board
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Review.
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14-2t
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Holland, Mich., April 28,
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Council

Holland, M'.ch . May 3, 1886.
The Common Connell me*, pursuant to a«ij mrnAdopted.
stock. The great variety in Millinery
was called to order by the Mayor.
The council proceededto ballotto fill the offices Novelties Is too numerous to make special
Prc«4nt; Mayor McBride. Aid. Ter Vrce, Har- of presk ent pro tem of the council,city physician,
mention ol each novelty. Call early.
rlngtoti, Bangs, Do Koo, Steketce. Benach, Kulte, aud health officer, but after several ballots being
L. & S. Van den Burge.
and theaClerk.
cast and no decision arrived at. the matter was
Reading of the minutesand the regular order of postponeduntil the next regular meeting of the
Holland, Mich., April 29, 1886.
council.
business suspended.
The council went into a committee of the whole
On motion a recess often minutes was taken to
Headquarters for Oranges, Lemons,
on the general order of the day. The mayor apenable the special committeeon safe to make out
pointed Aid. Harringtonchairman. After some and Bananas at
13-tf
their report. After recess the chairman of special
time spent therein the committee arose and recommittee on safe reported that a majority of the
ported that they had had under consideration an
committeeasked for further time In which to re- ordinance to provide lor the payment of the
School Books, Blauk Books, and fine
port.

salariesof certaincity ottlcers for the year A. D. stationery, Albums
On motion the report was acceptedand farther 1886, and recommended that the tame do pass and
rock bottom prices.
time granted, the committee being instructedto the committee be discharged.The ordinancewas
12
report at the meeting of the council May 18th. read a third time and passed, all voting yea.
1686. On motion the ctuucil returnedto regular
Council adjourned.
order ol business.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Jan Lagestee and six others petitionedthe council to place a street lamp at the foot of Eighth
Board of Education.
street.— Referred to Committee on Streets and

4t.
lUU

Bridges.

aud Gold Feus,

There
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medium through which

la no

as by Constipation, and there is

Overstocked

WITH ALL KINDS OF

Yates & Kane.

Ill

disease so often attacks the system

at

.

'll.

CONSTIPATION!

LANDER'S.

no

more apt to
be neglected,from the &ct material
inconvenience may not be immediately felt from irregular action of the
bowels. When there is not regular
action, the retention of decayed and
effete matter, with itsi poisonous
other

heir

ill flesh is

to,

system
by being absorbed into it, causing
piles, fistula,headache, impure blood
and many other serious affections.
gases, soon poisons the whole

goate.

Uu

Holland, Mich., April 25, 1886.
Mr. A. C. Van Rnaite petitioned as follows:
Detroit,
& Haqoette Railroad,
Board met pursuant to adjournment.
Gentlemen:— In view of the fact that the mer“Mackinaw Short Line”
chants and business men on River and Eighth Present, Inspectors McBride, Steffens,
streets have voluntarily contributed a sufficient
The only Direct Route between the East and the
Bench,
Be
Roo
and
Yates,
sum to warrant my paying $50 OJ to the Board of
Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Regular order of business suspended.
Water Commissionersfor water for sprinkling said
TIKE TABLE.
streets. I wonld a'Ak your h( n trable body to conThe officersof the Board were then
EAST.
W E8T,
Taking Meet
trlbutfrfrom the GeneralFund of the city $50 00,
elected aud resulted as follows: PresiHEAD DOWN.
HEAD OP.
Dec. 28, 1885.
dent, N. M. Steffens; Secretary,O. E.
MINERAL
Yates.
RANGE R. R.
upon the table until to-morrownlgtit.
Secretary’s salary was fixed at $50.00
t7.15amLv. Calumet.. A 10.00pm
The Committee on Streetsand Bridges asked for per year, and $15.00 for census.
8.05 “ ....Hancock.... +9. 10am
further time In which to report on petition of J.
a
The President appointed the following
Elenbans.—
*
M. H. & O. R.R.
C.
The following was teccivedfrom the Board of committees: Teachers, McBride and De
o
‘Water
That the reso Roo; School Books and Furniture, Beach
H +8.80am Lv Houghton A t7.30pm ic*
lutlon of the Common Connell regardingstand and Yates; Claims and Accounts, De Roo
9.10
. .. L’Ause.... 6.10 “
pipes be returned with the memorandum that, uu*
and Beach; Building and Repairs, Krem11.00
... Republic.... 5 20 “
der section 5, of Title XXVI of the city charter,
'3 «
..Ishperaing... 3.50 “
the board does not see Its way clear to carry out ers and Harrington.
Q Q 12.10pm
12.25
.. Negaunee... 8.88 “
the above order, and the board would also stale
Resignation of W. C. Horner accepted: • +1.00
A MarquetteLv 8.00 “
that they arc at presentnegotiating with parties
Inspector De Roo reported receiving
for the sprinkling of Eighth and River streets and
D., M. dTMT
No. 4.
No. 2
No. 1.
No. 8.
would respectfullysuggest that the council await $4.00 tuition fees of Isaac Van Heulen.
R. R.
the result of said negotiations before taking furTreasurerreported $14.54 received from
t7.»)ani 1.40pm Lv Marq’ttel A •2 05pm t5 80pm
ther proceedings.— Accepted.
Kanters and Howard, insurance adjust- 8 ?5 “ 2.30
“ ..... Onota ..... 1.18 “ 4 05 “
Moved bv Aid. Stcketec to reconsider the action f meat.
9 05 “
2.50 “ ...An Train ... 12.45 "
8 .82 “
ol the council April 80th, 1886, with regard to^tho
10.00
“
8.25
“ ...Munlaing... 12.05 “ 2 80 “
The following hills recommendeil paid:
erection of stand pipes.— Carried.
10.30 •*
3.44
..Reed»boro2.. 11.47am 2 00 “
On the motion to erect stand pipes Ijtf Inch di- C. Ver Schure paid H. I). Post, insurance 12.20pm 4.50 ,- ... .SenevS ..... 10.40 »* 12.05 "
ameter at the corners of Ej^hth and River streets, premiums, $60.00; YV. H. Beach, express 145
5.50 “ .. DollarviJie .. 9.56 *• 11.00 “
Eighth and Cedar streets, Eighth and Fish streets charges, 00c.; H. Toren, 20c.; Balance 2.05
5.57 “ ...Newberry... 9 50 “ 10 30 “
and that the Board of Water Commissionerscause
4.15
7.25 “ ..... Palms ..... 8.31 ** 8.15 “
due
\V. C, Horner, $15.00.
the same to be built within ten days.— Lost. Yens,
5.00
7 46 '• ..... Moran ..... 8.11 “
7.42 “
Board
adjourned.
Harrington and Kulte: Kays, Ter Vice, Bangs,
5.50
8 15 “ . . St.Ignace4.. 7.45
7.00 “
De Roo, Bteketee and Bertech.
9.00 “ AMack. C’v5 Lv 7.00
O. E. Yates, Secy.
Moved by Aid. Harringtonthat the Board of
srnr
Via 51. C. urG.
Water Commissioners he directed to place a stand
R. & 1. Rnadfi
pipe at the corner ol River and Eighth streets.—
& Connections
Lost. Yesi. Har.lngton, Bertsch and Kulte; Nays,
«
|5o=
9
30pm
Ter Vree, Bangs, De Roo, aud Steketee.
Lv Mack. C’y A 6 15am
6 15am A Bay City Lv 10 25pm /j1-: r"
Reveries of bachelors used to contain
The Clerk reported the various officesthat were
7
40
“
“ Saginaw C'y *• 8 85 “
to be filled by appointment. The following an alloy of painful anticipation, on ac- Sere
10 30 “
Ga. Rapids “ 5 05 “
named persons were appointed to the severaloffi- count of sleeplessnights with the prospec1 40pm
Kalamazoo " 2 15 ••
ces set opposite their respective names, viz: Street
tive
baby,
but
Dr.
Bull’s
Cough
Syrup
has
10
40am
Pt. Huron
4 10 “
Commissioner, M. De Feyter; City Attorney,
10 50 “
Detroit
6 05 ’•
made
all
that
part
a
joy
forever.
Germ J. Dlekema; City Librarian, Oscar E.
8
10pm
Buffalo
9 00am
Yates; Director ol the Poor. Geo. H.SIpp: Deputy
7 45 *•
Toronto
915 ’*
Marshal, John Thompson; Member of the Board of
8 18am
An End to Bone Scraping.
Montreal
8 00pm
Health, F. J. Schouten; Members ol the Harbor
2 20pm
Quebec
2 30 “
Board, 'Wm. H. Beach and R. E. W erkman; EngiEdward Shepherd, of Harrisburp,111 ,
11 00am
New York
6 00 “
neer
iiuvl
of the
I lie A
Fire
ii
Department,cwiaavvi
Alfred Huntley;
vj. v/iaj
City
says:
“Having
received
so
much
benefit
2 &5pn:
Boston
3 00 *
Surveyor, Geo U. Sipp; Members of the Board
ol Assessors. Peter Boot and G. J. Van Dureu ; from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to
5 Express Trains Nos. 1 and 2 make close conPound Master, WilliamH. Finch; Committee to let suffering humanity know it. Have
nections wjth night trains from and to nil Eastern
Examine Hotels, Geo. H. 81pp. Gerrit Slenk, and
Geo. H. bad a running sore on my leg lor eight and Canadian points, on both Michigan Central
John R. Kleyn: BuildingInspectors,
Im
and Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroads.
Sipp. Gerrit Slenk and John 1R. Kleyn; Member years; my doctors told me I would have
A.
E. W. /tLLEN,
of the Board of Water Commissioners, K. F. to have the bone scraped or leg ampuWerkman; City Printing, “Holland City News” tated. I used, instead, three bottles of Gen’l Superintendent, Gen. Pass. A Ticket Agt
Marquette,
Marquette,Mich.
on the same terms as the past year.
E ectric Bitters and seven boxes Buck
Moved by Aid. Kulte that the clerk advertise
that b'ds will be received until May 18, 1888, for len’s Arnica Salve, and my leg is now
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
doing the city teamlng-Carrled.
sound and well.” Electric Bitters are
Moved by Aid. Harrington that the clerk adver- sold at fifty cents a bottle and Bucklen’s
Taking Effect Sunday, Nov. 29, 1885.
tise three weeks for bids for furnishing lumber for
Arnica Salve at 25c. per box by H. Walsh.
the City of Holland—Carried.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

Granted.
Commissioners

v<

IUH

MJIJ1I M

Moved by Aid. De Roo, to grant said petition
Millinery Goods,
provided said sprinkling is done Id a manner sat*
isfactorvto the Committee on Streets and Bridges
Having closed out their last year’s milfor five months, and that at the end of said five
linery goods we invite the ladies of Holmouths the amount of $50. 00 shall be transferred
from the general fund to the water fund.— land to come nnd examine our entire new

[opncuL.l

Common

I i|iyiji|»||]iliji
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BURDOCK BLOOD BITms

Second-Hand

will

immediately relieve,and one bottle
positively core or relieve any case
of Constipation.

“Wac troubled for a year with
torpid liver and indigestion, and after

trying everything imaginable, used

BURDOCK
3K BLOOD BI1TERS.
BITERS. The
first bottle

Furniture

revived me and the second

cured me entirely”—
Rochester, N. Y.

8,

J,

WiliiamjwiL

£

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

-

p

8, B. BEST, M. D.

LANDAAL

B.

EAST END

AND

Drug
SEST &

STOVES.

3^
Hk

Store.

UNDMli

fropritton,

To anyone calringat our Drugstore on Eighth
Mreet. we can veil any article or In fact anything
which every well kept drug store always keeps on
hand, for very roasonubto prices.

PURE ERUOB,
OiaA-RS,
EERFUMERIES,
TOILET ARTIOIaES,
RATEISTT MEDICINES
every descriptionalways In stock.

oi

„

A competentclerk puts up prescriptions with
care aud accuracy both day and night.

BE8T & LANDAAL,

Holland, Midi., Dec.

a

18.

1885.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

w i

Ice

Boxes,

WATSON.

In

Mich.

Council adjourned.

Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

Holland, Mich., May

4,

A Simple Cure

Son.

.

structed to present this Council with a profileof
grade for said part of Cedar street, viz.: Front
“My physician said I could not live;
Twelfth street to Sixteenth street, with an estimate of the cost and expenseofmaking said grade, my liver out ol ord»-r, frequently vomited
and also of the cost of a gravel road-bedequal to greenish mucous, skin yellow, small dry
.
lire
the road-bed of Cedar
street, betweenTwelfth
at.d
humors on face, stomach would not retain
Seventh streets. Signed by Committee. J. A.
food. Bur lock Blond Bitters cured me.”
Tt^Vree, B. Steketee, Will S. Bangs.— Ado;. ted
The Committee on Poor reported,presenting tie Mrs AdelaideO’Bicin, 372 Exchange St.,
semi monthly report of the Director of the Poor Buff lo, N. Y.

' -

"

ESTIMATES
Oil Stoves,

Bangor .............. 11
Benton Harbor ...... 1
New Buffalo .......... 2
Chicago ...........
5

55
27
35
45

2 37
3 23
4 25
7 10

WATER PIPES
for all

1 81 9 20
2 35 12 00
3 55 2 35
7 00

-FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
a.

m. p.m ptm. a. m.
30
5 85
6 85
7 22
7 35
8 40
3

9 55
30
l 50
2 55
3 17
1 40

12

p.m. a. m.

7
10
1
2
5

55
20

a.
.......

Bedsteads,
|

p.

00

12

put In and repaired.

Give us a call.
VAN LANDEGEND & KERKHOP,
Holland, Mich., June

Bed Springs,

m. p.m. p.m.

u

m

Holland.... .......... 10 25
....... 11 15
Ferrysburg ..... ..... 11 20
Muskegon ..........11 55

Grand Haven

tRu.M

30
20
4 2j
4 55
4

+5 30
G 30
6 40
7 15

5
6
6
7

m.

a.

tn.

1 45 H 40
Ferrysburg ....... 2 80 12 25
Graud Haven ....... 2 35 12 30
Holland .............. 3 25. 1 20
!p.m.

Muskegon ..........

v*.
ra.

35
8
30
9
35
9
10 10

40
30
35
05

Mattresses,

A Card.

i.

m

and indiscretionsoi youth, nervous weak Allegan ............. 9 H
Hamilton ........ 9 42
ness, eatly decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
Fillmore...........
will send a recipe that will cure you, Holland ............ 10 ’5
..

by

This great remedy

missionaryiu South
America. Send a sell-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York
26-ly
w’as discovered

7 00 8
7 3< 9
7 48 9
8 40 0

50
27
33
20

9 50

40

10

10 45
11 35

a.

25 .....
10 40
10 50
......
11 25

AND EVERYTHING

a

City.

D.m. p.m
4

8i>

.1

2**

05 12 15
5 18 12 30
5 80 1 00
5

IN

All other mins daily except SuLdsy.
trains run by Central Standard time.
Ticket! to all points lu the United States and

F.O.

H.

Bucklen’sArnica' Salvt.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
afictr ^dt’frtiscmfnts.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveNo. 120.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
A11
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. To provide for the payment of the
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and A.
salaries of certain city officers
De Kiuif, Zeejaud.Mich.
for the year A. D. 1886.

tecclpt of City Treasurer for $2.00 flues collected.
Aid. Ter Vrev. accordingto notice given at a
previous tmatlng.Introducedan ordinanceentitled, “An ordinance to provide for the payment
of the salari* s of certain city officersfor the year
A . D. 1866.'”Maid ordinance was read a first at d
second time by lit title,and placed on the general
order of the day.
Moved by Aid. Ter Vree that the Clerk notify
the Chicagoaud We4 Michigan Railway Co. to
place a crossing at Thirteenth street where said
railway company’!track crosiet said itreet.—
Adopted.
Moved bv Aid. De Roo that the appointmentof
William Roeeb<«m aud Besael Looyengoed. as
special policemen,be and is hereby rescinded,
—•dopted.

Moved by

Aid. Kulte that the petition of A. C.
Van Raallc betaken from the table.— Adopted.

ika:

„

Buys One

--

Meat.

see

Urge meal cooler you can find the best and
finest kinds of meats in the city. Call
and
18 2u

For Sale!
of fine

Incubators

(

ilmoat new)

and

a lot

chickens,etc., bv

W.

I.

J.

one mile south of Holland

Bruiubma.

City.

13 2t

Headquarters for Hammocks, Fishing
and Base Ball goods. We hare
bough! a Urge quantity oi the above goods
at bottom prices which we shall be happy
to show
,
Yatxi & Kane.
Tackle,

you. v

12-4t.

,

office.

A

SeonoxS.

This ordinance shall take Immedi-

ate effect.

4th, A

°

Approved May 5th,

P. H. McBRIDE, Mayor.
A'test,GKO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

AT-

Jackson’s Gallery,

Holland Ordains:

dred and fifty dollars per year.
The city attorney sfull receive a lalary of seventv-five dollar*per year.
The streetcommUrioner shall receive a salary of
three hundred dollars per yeot
The city physician shall receive a salary of oue
hu'.dred dollara
dollars pw
on year.
The health officershall receive a salary of
twenty-fivedollars per year.
Tb-; directorof the poor abaU receivea salary of
forty dollara per year.
Toe engineer of the fire departmentshall receive
a salary of fifty dollaraper year.
Siotion I. That the salaries of the virions
officers hereinbefore mentioned shall be computed
from the commet cement of the present term of

>

LsinNTE,

Section 1. That the city marshalshall receive
a salary of three hundredand fifty dollar! per year.
The city treasurer shall receive a salary of two
hundred and seventy-five dollarsper year.
The city clerk shall receive a salaryof four hun-

At the People's meat market in the

Two

of

Doien

House Furnishing

Ordinance

The City

ABEND VISSCHER,

Circuit Court Commissioner,in
and for Ottawa County, Mlrh.
P. H. McBride,Complainant’sSolicitor.9 7t

„

$3.00

*

CARPENTER. Gen. Pass. Act.
CHURCHILL Station A«eut.
J.

»

-Kited.

THE

Dally,

t
All

Canada.

Defendants.
In pursuance and by vlrlne of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa.In Chancery, made in the above entitledcause, on the
Twenty first day of September.A. I).. 1885
Notice Is hereby given that on the 18th day Of
May, A. D., 1886, at one o’clock,In tho afternoon,
at the front door of tho Court House, in the City
of Grand Haven, In said County.I, the subscriber,
a Circuit Court Commissioner. In and for said
Cdunty, will sell, at public auction, to the highest
bidder, the lands and premises de«cribed In said
decree as follows, viz: All of that certainpiece
?.r R,rc?1
and being in the City of
Hoi and, In the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan and described aa follows, to wit: The
East half of Lot numbered Twelve (12) In Block
numbered tblrty-ilx (86) in said City ol Holland,
according to the recorded plat of said Cl»j, and
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds of
Ottawa County ns of the Village of Holland.
Dated April 8;d. 1886.

,ll"d

m

0

FROM ALLEGAN To HOLLAND.

are suffering from the errors

FREE OF CHARGE.

p.m. a.m. p.tm.

TO ALLEGAN.

Omy

who

Chancery Sale.

William H. Joelln, Della Joslin,aud Addle Btst,

MUSKEGON To HOLLAND.
p.

1885.

Alexander Wilcox,Complainant,

p.m. a. iu. p.m p.
3

1®,

State of Michigan. The Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa.-In Chancery.

rum Holland to muskegon.

i-

FROM

all

Cisterns and Drive Wells

1

m

kinds of

E

35 10 40 4 20
Zeeland ..............9 58
11 25 5 10
Holland ..............
10 10 1 20 11 85 5 25
9

Etc.

p. ra.

m p.mi. a.m.la.
__m. p. ra.
3 30 8 40 t4 45 10 25 5 40
3 40
4 56 10 35!
4 30 9 25 5 45 11 20;

and said committee recommending 823.00 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks eudlng Mai
West’s Piiin King should be kept in
19th, 1886, and having extended temporaryaid to
HOLLAND
the amount of $15.00.— Adopted and warrants every house lor udden attacks of cramps,
p,m
ordered issued on the City Treasurer for the »ev- colic, painter'scolic, cnolera tm rbus, flux Holland ............ 3 30
oral amounts.
and dysentery.
25c. All druggists. Fillmore ........... 8 45
The City Treasurerreported for the month of
Hamilton ......... 3 55
April, 1886.— Filed.
Allegan ........
4 HO

To

BATH TUBS. WASH STANDS,
All

‘

The Street Commissionerreported for the
month of April, 1886.— Filed.
Bond of City Treasurer, CorneliusVer Schure
as principal,a: d Jacob Van Fatten, Rokns Ranters, Jan W. Bosnian, John Dykema, Hermanns
Boone and GabrielVan Putten as sureties,was
ptesenud — Bond aud suretiesapproved.
The Clerk reported oaths of office of Pcttr
Winter and John Beukema.engineersof water
works, on file iu theCltr Clerk’soffice. -Accepted.
The following was received from the Engineer
of the Fire Department:Gentlemen :-At a
meetingof the Fire Department of the City of
Hoi and, held Monday evening. May 3rd, 1886, It
was ie-o!ved Thai the said Fire Department become a member of the MIC' igan State Firemen’s
Assoclntlon. and that the Chief Engineer of the
departmsm ask your honorable body for twentyfive dollarsto pay the expensesof Joining the association,and of the delegates attending the convention, and submit a circularfrom the Secretary
of the State A«s *datl<»n. setting forth some of the
b- netlts to be derived from our becoming a membt of the Aisociurion.Signed. Alfred Hunt ey,
Chte! of the Fire Department.—Granted.
The following bills having been approved by
t e B< nrd of Water Commissioners were certified
t
the Connell for payment: Van Landegend and
herkboff. work at pump house. $1 .78 ; James B.
Clow & Son. IM <ta. corporation tops, $14.83: C.
& W. M. K’y Co., freighton oil, 4 tej Peter Winter. running water works April, 1886, $83.38
Allowed aadwarrsnta ordered lasued on the City
Treasurer for the amounts.
JusticeH. D. Post reported the number of
cares tried before him, siuce his last report, and

and put lu

Gold Water!

**5

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Grand Rapids

up residences for

aM

25
15

Maii.lExp
> F.xp. 1 Exp.
p.

fit

Hot

from Holland to grand rapids

Holland .....
Zeeland....
Grand Rapids.

partiesdesiring the esme.

Will

Center Tables,

p.m. p.m. a. m p.m

Chicago ............ 9 0.1
New Buflao ........ 11 85
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42
Bangor ...............2 02
Grand Junction ...... 2 20
Holland ............. 8 30
p m.

putting lu

for

Probably never in the history of Propria.m. p.m. ptm. a. m
etary medicineshas any article met sue
Holland .............10 25 1 20 11 50 5 00
cess equal to that which has been show- Grand Junction ..... 11 37 2 20 1 10 8 05

1886.

The Common Council met In regular session and
was called to order by the Mayor.
ered upon Golden Seal Bitters. Why,
Present. Mayor McBride. Alderman Ter Vree, t-uch has been the success of this discovBangs. De Roo, Steketee, Kulte and the Clerk.
ery, that nearly every family in whole
Reading of the minutesdispensed with.
neighborhoodshave been taking it at the
The following bills were presentedfor payment: same time. Golden Seal Bitters combines
M. De Feyter, salary as street commissioner,
$75.00: P. H. McBride, salary as city attorney, the best remedies of the vegetableking810.40: 0*0,11. Sipp, salarv as director of the dom, and in such proportions as to derive
poor. $10.00; Charles 8cott. 6 weeks’ rent of house their greatest medicinal effect with the
for Mrs. Jcffej. 86.75: Frank Van Ry, special poleast disturbance to the whole sysl^n. In
lice. $2.00; John Beukema. filingsaw for street
commissioner.75c: Boot & Kramer, paid nine fact this preparationis so well uRinced
poor orders, $25.00.— Allowed and warrants order- in its action upon the alimentarycanal,
ed Issued on the City treasurer for the several
the LiveV, the Kidneys, the Stomach, the
amount!.
Bowels, and the circulationof the Blood,
Aldermen Bertsch and Harrington here apthat it brings about a healthy action of the
peared and Ux k their seals.
entire human organism that can hardly be
Reports of StandingCommittees:
By Committee on Streets, and Bridges.— credited by those who have not seen the
Gentlemen: Your Committeeou Streetsand remarkableresults that have followed its
Bridges to whota was referred the petition of J
14-4
Elenbaas wonld respectfullyreport that they find use. Sold by H. Walsh &
in the minutes ef the council proceedings of April
0th, 1885, that the City Surveyor reported a proPurify vour blood and reeulate your lifile of the present lay of Cedar street but did not
submit anv profile whereby to establish a grade ver and digestive organs before the heat
for said Cedar street. That on motion the report of summer, and thus save a doctor’s hill
was accepted and laid on the table. Yonr com- by the timely use of West’s Liver Pills.
mittee would recommend that the report be taken
from the table and that the City Surveyor he in- All druggists.

......

connection with the HollandCity Water Works,
we are ready to make

Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

TOWNS.

for Dyspepsia.

plumbing

103 Ifonrow

St.,

Grand Rapids,

EQUAL TO THE BE8T MADE

IN

THE CITY.

SPECIAL BATES TO CLUBS. CLASSES. ETC.
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A FISH 8T0BT.

the subjectsand regulatesall business
questions that may arise from time to time.
No one of the 2,500 inhabitants can hold
property in his or her own name. A family is simply allotted a piece of landloaned— by 'the ruling Council. Whenever that family displeases the Council or
misuses its trust the lot may be forfeited.
Nor do Hie individual members of the
tribe enjoy any rights of citizenshipwhich
the Council has not the power to strip
them of.
With this system of equal rights the

' John Knox.
by poverty depressed,” was surely his
THE PATENT OFFICE.
own case. He needed no smile of favor,
want to take yon back to the *
How It Bogan Life Under tho Fostering
'eenth century, into rugged Scotland, no word of encouragement, no act of
Gore of Jefferson— It* Snb*op**ent Hisand into the rugged times of that period assistance to raise him to eminence.
tory.
of its history.-I want to introduce to He had the spirit and light within him
By act of April 10, 1790, the first
you, hoping you will become better ac- which guided him upward and onward,
quainted, a man of whom it was said, with the full knowledgeand convictions American patent system was founded,
“No grander figure can be found in the of his duties to God and man, and never writes a correspondent to the Cincinhistory of the Reformation in this was he found faltering or deterred from nati Enquirer. Thomas Jefferson intheir performance. “He looked through spired it, and may be said to have been
island than that of Knox.”
John Knox was a boy when the Re- nature up to nature’s God."— X. O. W., the father of the American patent office.
He took great pride in it, it is said, and
formationmovement began in Germany ; in Philadelphia Call
question naturally arises, “Who gets the
gave personal consideration to every
indeed,
it
was
ten
years
after
that
when
money from the lease of white villagesand
application that was made for a patent
I leisures of Self-SatisfiedBeauty.
he was ordained a priest. It was

nor. bxobs, or tazji ooLLioa.
A whale of great porosity
And small speolflogravity,
Divad down with much velocity
Beneath the sea’s concavity.
But soon the weight of waters
Bqueesed in his fat immensity!
Whicb-varied-asit onght to—
Inversely as his density.

would have moved to pity
An Ogre or a Hessian,
To see poor Spermaceti
Thus suffering compression.

It

The while he lay a-roaring
In agonies gigantic,
The lamp oil out come pouring
And greased the wide Atlantic.

any other emoluments that may accrue to
the Reservation Council from business
sources?” Presumably, it is equally distribnted among all the Indians. Really,
its exact disposition is not known to the
white man. There are some state secrets
with an Indian government as well as at
Washington City, and this seems to be one
of them. A white gentleman who has
spent much of his time among the Cornplantersremarked in my bearing:
“I don’t know where the money goes,

(Would we had been in the navy,
And crulsiog there i Imagine us
All in a sea of gravy,
With billow oleaginous.)

I

twelve years later that ho avowed himself a Protestant,and thus incurred the
wrath of the Cardinal. Hb,, was of
course obliged to withdraw from St.
Andrew’s, where he held the position
of teacher, and seek a place of refuge.

Happy

is the

person

who has sound

reason for satisfaction with his or her
own personal appearance. I once heard
Samuel J. Tilden say, in jocose but
half-earnestself-condemnationfor over
having gone into polities, that portly
men were the only ones suitable for

This he found with a friend named
Hugh Douglass. Aud the old ruins of statesmanship. What he meant was
the chapel at that place are still called that personal influence,especially
“Knox’s Kirk.” One of his beloved among politicians, depended considerKOBAXi.
but the Indian has no doubt taken lessons friends was tried and condemned to the ably on an imposing physique. A poliO let this tale dramatic
in finances from the white man and the .stake for heresy. The Cardinal,whose
tician has to be all the smarter when he
Anent this whale Norwegian
Council gets all the money themselves.”
anger ho had roused, was killed about is small. It is undoubtedly true that a
And pressures hydrostatic
The Indian towns are noticeable for the
Warn you, my young collegian.
that time, and Knox was suspected of man often chooses his pursuit in life
uniformity of style in all the dwellings.
That down compelling forces
They are small single-story frame houses, having a hand in it; and, having been with direct referenceto his being able
Increase as you get deeper;
little better than shanties. There is a tried, was condemned to the galleys. to look it. The lean, lank, and sallow
The lower down your course is,
dingy look about all of them. They For about a year ho suffered as a fellow is apt to become a poet ; the chap
The upward path's the steeper.
strongly resemble small and poor mining prisoner and from illness. After he with an uncommonly straight nose goes
settlementsin the bituminous regions of was set free he went to a town on the to West Point if lie can ; the possessor
THE DYING SHOEMAKER.
Pennsylvania. The reason of this is the borders of Englnd, where he succeeded of a sober, honest face gets into a bank,
occupants of the honses and lots do not in turning the hearts of many to the
•Dear wife, I’m waxing near my end,*
make any improvements or even take views of the Reformers. Always, ns the sorrowful visage sends its owner
The dying cobbler said
into the ministry, and so on. The most
•Boon to an upper world my sole
proper care of the place, because they do
he
had
opportunity,
he
defended
the
interesting study of self-complacency
Its lonely way must thread.
not feel that it is theirs and that they can
and perfect certainty arising from a
got
another
site from the Council when causa of the Reformation.
•I fear, indeed, I’m pegging out
He was raised to a post of honor by know-thyaelf kind of knowledge is afthat one becomes so dirty as to be untenantBut th«n what boots it, love?
Here we have been a fitted pair,
able. There are very few stores in these King Edward, receiving the appoint- forded by the New York society belle
And so we'll be above.
communities and those few are kept by ment of king's chaplain. He was offered who chances to be beautiful. Gilbert
white persons who are permittedto do so a bishopric, but declined that honor. has a habit of making the sopranos in
•My ills, I know, no drugs may heel,
by the Council.
So it'e well to prepare;
At Edward’s death he was again in his operas assert their own loveliness
We can't run counter to our fateIt is a picture of old-time Indian life that
danger. Because the new sovereign placidly. It was so with Patience and
just put a peg in there
the tourist beholds upon entering their cotwas not in sympathy with the'views Yum-Yum, and the examples seem to
tages. Great open fire-placts,in which
•The future need not give your care,
the wood-fire blazes cheerfully and where which he was advocating, and not tlrink- have been potent, for I have observed
I’ve left my awl to you
For deep within my Inner sole
the kettle is hung over the flames, very ing it wise to throw away his life,Mie that our social beauties are hardly less
I know that you’ve boon true.
much as if it were at a camp-fire on the went to the continent ; he was for
openly consciousof their charms than
hillside without. On the wall is generally lime pastor of a church in Geneva, h
their professional sisters. It was one of
•I’ve always given you your rights,
to be found that relic of ancient barbarity, became a friend of Calvin, and spent the almost perfect creaturesat a PatriBut now you must be loft;
However, do not grievo too much
the bow and arrow, side by side with a two or three peaceful years.
arch’s ball to whom a rapt and someWhen of me you're bereft.
Springfieldrifle or a painted tomahawk.
When lie returned to England the what bewildered beau remarked:
Although
these
weapons
are
never
used
in
•A last farewell I now will take."
Scottish clergy burned him iu effigy, “You are quite the loveliest girl here—
these days, and the peaceably-disposed red
He smiled and raised his head.
•B-last the cruel malady
man never thinks of using them, still their and he was not well received even in you are, indeed you are. ”
That lays yon low,” she said.
“But have you looked around tliorpresence in the houses seems to he indis- England. Elizabeth was now upon the
*-NorriitownHerald.
pensable to the denizens as memoirs of the throne, but she did not seem to make Wghly ?” she calmly inquired.
long- vanquished past, when they were the matters much better for Knox.
“Oh, yes; I’ve seen every woman in
glory of his forefathers aud the terror of
Now I cannot tell you in the little the house, and I assure you that you're
JNDIANSJT HOME.
white invaders of Indian domains in North- space given me about the stormy times
by far the most beautiful.”
ern Pennsylvania and New York. Aside
“Then Miss
hasn’t come," the
How the Descendantsol the Senecas Live from these wall adornments the rooms of that followed his return to Scotland.
on Their Reservation— Curious Scenes in the cottages contain bnt little in the way of He believed that the time had come belle said in a casual manner that outdid
the Tillages— Market Day at Salamanca— ornamentation. Perhaps a cheap print of when the Reformation in Scotland must Yum-Yum 's declaration that she is the
A Novel Form of Government.
some picture has been pasted hero and be established,and he fought bravely most attractivegirl in all the world;
A few hours’ ride through the pine forests there by the playful papoose,or a red with tongue and pen for its success. “there’s nobody else in society with
of the Allegheny Vnlley,from Pittsburgh to blanket has been thrown across a broken The young and beautiful queen of Scot- whom I am comparable.”
the headwaters of the dashing river, will window-pane, but that is all. The furni- land tried her powers of pleasing upon
How can any pretty girl help finding
bring the traveler to the home of the Corn- ture is meagre and of a poor quality,and the heroic man who had dared to speak out her comeliness when persons reflect
planter Indians. It is a locality foil of in- carpet is unknown to the floors.
plainly to the sins even of the court. it as quickly as mirrors do? At every
terest. The dnsky descendants of the
The squaws do all the work. Besides
“But the faces of angry men could not step she sees admiration expressedin
powerful Senecas own u large reservation their household chores they have to plant
there. It is distinctivelyan Indian terri- what few potatoes or hills of corn are to he move him, neither could the beauty of glances, and hears it in some form of
the young queen charm him, nor her words. Why shouldn'tshe accept the
tory, embracing five Indian villages,which planted; then they have to hoe it afterare quaint in style, and where the old cus- wards, carry the product home, cook it, aud tears melt him.” He continued to unanimousopinion ? When she trends
toms of the race are still retained to a large in two instances that I was told about they preach according to his convictions, and on the mass of gout and rheumatism
extent. These settlements are peopled by had to feed it to their brave but lazy warrior kept it up with no lessening of power Yhat an old curmudgeon calls his foot,
about 2,500 inhabitants.Besides their own husbands.They also chop all the wood until a short time before his death. But and sees him grab up the agonized
towns, they have leased from the white and perform much of the other manual about 1570 his strength declined; but
thing, she does not fly from his impendpeople ground upon which four other labor necessary about the smallest house.
though growing weaker physically, he ing wrath, for she knows that she can
towns and villages are situated. The There is no thrift or industrywhatever
seemed to lose none of his intellectual face it out with the fair visage that
largest of these is the western half of about these CornplanterIndians. They'
Salamanca, New York, an important rail- live on the plainest and most easily ob- and spiritual rigor. He spoke in public nature has given to her. “Blest if you
tained food, and it therefore costs them bnt for the last time November 9, 1572, and ain’t the only one in the house that
road center.
The Cornplanter Indians are a direct little to get along. Although their posses- died on the 24th of the same month, could be so infernally careless and
branch of the Seneca nation. They derive sions include some of the finest farming holding up his hand to testify of his ad- awkward,” ho raged; and then ho
their name from their famous leader, Chief lauds in either of the States, agriculture herence to the faith for which he had looked up at her, his grimace became a
Cornplanter. This man’s real name was has been neglected and the wide acres of lived and preached and toiled, and in distorted sort of grim smile, and he
Captain John O'Bail, or Abeel. Half white fertile soil are allowed to lie undeveloped
which he was now dying. I think the apologetically added, “without getting
by blood, bat thoroughly Indian by nature, year after year. AVhat little garden truck
more you study the character of this damned for it." This was simply one
be bad been one of the bravest and most women raise over aud above the needs of
uccessfnl of Senecas during the early their own family is marketed at Sala- man, the more you will admire it. If more victoijr of matter over mind.—
border wars. He establishedhis regal wig- manca. It is an interesting spectacle that he seemed rough, remember ho lived New York letter.
wam at the headwaters of the Allegheny may he seen in that city on Wednesdays or in rough times. If he was intolerent,
Biver, not far from where the city of War- Saturdays, the market days. The Indians it was an age of intolerance, aud his inAlphabetic Axioms.
ren, Pennsylvania,now stands. In the swarm in from all directions,both men and tolerancewas exercised only where he
Avarice was grown when Adam was a
latter years of his life he became noted women, carrying baskets of vegetables on felt that the truth was assailed.
baby.
throughoutthe civilized East as on en- their heads and offering them for sale.
Carlyle says: Nothing hypocritical,
Beauty sometimes bears bitter fruit.
thusiastic advocate for the cause of tem- They form a picturesoue class when thus
foolish, or untrue can find harbor in
perance. His death occurred in the year grouped together. The men all dress in
Charity is not blind.
1832. By appropriationthe State Legis- civilized style, but they are so strikingin this man ; a pure and manly, silent
Death calls without an invitation.
lature erected a fine monament at his grave, their dark complexions, wiry forms, and abo- tendernessof affectionis in him ; touches
Envy finds largo room in small souls.
on the top of a rising knoll, about two riginal cast of countenancethat their dress of genial humor are not wanting under
Fashion is an unkind god.
and a half miles from Corydon,Warren counts but littlein disguising them. The his severe austerity. A most clear-cut,
Generosity is ripe fruit ready to fall.
County, Pennsylvania.The shaft cost women have a weaknessfor highly-colored hardy, distinct and effective man ; fearHonor is born, not made.
$10,0(10. It is appropriatelyinscribed and apparel. They wrap blood-red shawls ing God without any other fear. There
Impudence is the ladder whereon
about themselves in old Indian fashion and is in Knox, throughout, the spirit of an
the principalpanel bears the legend:
generally appear on the streets without
fools climb up to wise men.
old Hebrew prophet-spirit
almost altoSacred to the Memory
:
hats or bonnets, their jet black hair dropJustice doesn’t know a dollar from a
gether
unique
among
modern
men.”—
Captain John
:
ping down in long twists. They, of course,
dime.
(Chief Cornplanter).
wear huge ear-rings of odd designs. The The Pansy.
Kindness is greater than good manmales are fine specimens of physical manAt length old million-pounder,

Low

bed of coral.
Gave his last dying flounder,
Whereto I pen this moral :
in a

;

;

during the years between 1790 and 1793,
while the power of revision and rejection granted by that act remained in
force. It is related that the grantingof
a patent was held to be in those early
times quite an event in the history of
the State department, where tho clerical
part of the work was then performed.
It is a matter of tradition, handed
down from generation to generationby
those who love to speak of Mr. Jefferson and his virtues and ecoentricities.
that when an applicationfor a patent
was made under the first act he would
summon Mr. Henry Knox, of Massachusetts, who was Secretary of Wrfr,
and Mr. Edmund Randolph, of Virginia,
who was Attorney General, these officials
being designated by the act, with the
-Secretaryof State, a tribunal to examine the applicatfon critically, scrutinizing each point of the application and
claims carefully and rigorously.
The result of this examinationwas
that during the first year a majority of

1

;

-

•

the applications failed to paas the ordeal,

and only three patents were granted.
In those years every step in the issuing
of a patent was taken with great care
and caution, Mr. Jefferson seeking
always to impress upon tho minds of his
officials and the public that tho granting
of a patent was a matter of no ordinary
importance. The growth of our patent
system, its vast importance, its intimate
connectionwith and direct influence
upon the property of the country, demand that it shall receive a degree of
attention which it cannot and will not
receive while it remains a merely
subordinate bureau of the interior do
partment.
The first patent was granted July 31,
1790, to Samuel Hopkins for making
pot and pearl ashes. An examination
of the patents granted between 1790 and
1810 show s ipost surpisinglythe germ
of the ideas which by subsequent improves ants have been incorporatedinto
an inventive system. By the act of
1836 a board of examiners was created.
The official system was not a very largo
one at that time. The office was created,
but it was attached to the department
of State. There were provided for the
office, to bo appointed by the commissioner of patentr,with tho approval of
the Secretary of State, a chief clerk, an
examining clerk, three other clerks, a
machinist,and a messenger. That constituted in 1836 the entire force of the
patent office. In 1849 the office was
disconnected from tho department of
State and attached to tho department
of the interior, which was then created.
The establishment of the patent office

of
O’Bail

:

After the white man's encroachmentshad
to force the aborigines little by little
westward, the States of Pennsylvania and
New York apportionedoff a reservation
within their limits for Cornplanter and his
followers. Since then a considerable
amount of this land has been taken from
them by what they claim to have been
fraudulent legislation. Under this belief they still lay claim to all the ground on
which Oil City, Pennsylvania, now stands.
They insist that it was a part of their original reservation,and every few years they
threaten to enter a big suit in ejectment foY
the same. It was in the neighborhoodof
1792 that the reservation was laid oat by
the State authorities. Its present limits extend over the State line into both New
York and Pennsylvania. It was at one
time larger in the latter State, bnt this has
been reversed and the greater part of the
land lies across in New York. In that State
it embraces forty square miles, lying in

begun

CattaraugusCounty. In Pennsylvaniait
takes in five square miles in Warren and
McKean Counties, bordering on the State
line.

Bed House is the principal Indian village on the reservation.The other native
settlementsare Cold Springs, Quaker
Bridge, Onoville and State Line Town.
The latter two are in Pennsylvaniaand the
other three in New York. The white towns
on the reservation are West Salamanca,
Carrolton. Great Valley and Vandalia, all
in New York. These towns are given
leases ranning for eight years only, bnt
with the privilegeof renewal. The rental
each year amounts to quite a snug sum,
$20,000 perhaps.
A curious system of government is carried out The affairs of the old reservation are managed by a council of sixteen
Indians, over whom a ohiefyresides. The
members of this body are representative
men. They are chosen once every two
years by a ernde sort of an election, and
iher in turn elect a chief, who becemes the
highest official in the community. The
will of this Council is absolute. It owns
til the land os the representative of the
Seneca Nation, collects the rent of all the
lease-holds, directs the personal matters of

Johnson’s Character.
hood, sometimes even handsome; the children are cute and amusing, but the women
Boswell had his many faults nnl ftis
are ugly Qud hideous.
few virtues, but he was never accused

ners.

With all their idle traits the Cornplanter
Indians have developed one industrial
habit to a high perfection.That is their
ability to handle lumber rafts on the
Allegheny river. They are notoriously
good raftsmen. Lumber-dealersand
wood-cuttersin the timber regions hire
them by the hundreds in rafting seasons to
take charge of great fleets of rafts and
float them down the river to Pittsburgh.
In the spring and autumn, daring these
rafting seasons, their tall figures and
swarthy faces are familiar sights on the
streets of Pittsburgh. They like rafting,
principally because it is adventuresome
and wild, and then, too, it gives them an
opportunityto come dowq to the “white
man’s big village,” at the mouth of the
Allegheny, and sequester some of the old
Monongahela“fire-water,”of which they
seem to have pleasant recollectionsand experienced taste. They get so drank in
Pittsburgh that it is not an uncommon
thing to see one of the police stations
filled with them. The provisions of the
two States with Chief Cornplanter prohibited the sale of liquors on the reservation, but considerable is smuggled in by

vation.

white settlers.

John Halftown,Silver Eels, Noah Two
Guns and Harrison Red House are the
most intelligent representatives of the
people. Edncation is at a very low ebb
among the mass of residenters. They have
no schools,bnt whatever they desire they
are privileged to send their children to
white schools in neighboring villages. The
reservationis reached from Pittsburghby
the Allegheny Valley Railroad mid the
Buffalo, New York and PhiladelphiaLine
from the EmL— PhiladelphiaTimes.

He Had Been There.
friend,” said a long-hairedman
to a dissolute youth, “do you ever con-

“My

sider the wages of din?”

“The Wages of Sin," repeated the
youth. "O, yes, I have seen the play
twice.”

effect. He could
never be enticed to smooth down the

of sacrificing truth to

asperities of his

hero. Hannah Moore

Labor

is capital’scapital.

Mercy

is the essential

Novelty

is

the

element of sal-

salt of living.

Opportunityis greater than genius.
Perfection is neither masculinenor

begged him to draw life less rudely.
Boswell roughly replied, “I will not cut feminine.
Quietness is nature’s music.
aff his claws nor make a tiger a cat to
Reformation Is not the work of a day.
please anybody.” No man had more
Sarcasm is a bee with a sting and no
generous impulses and truer sense of
gratitude than Boswell. In writing to honey.
Temptation is no respecter of perTempi*, Who had volunteered to loan a
thousand pounds

to

buy him

a

commis-

the Guards, he said: “Your
kindnessfairly makes me shed tears. I
am ever your old and affectionate

sion in

sons.

Ugliness uncovereth

a multitudeof

sins— in women.
Vice loves to dance in

Work

masquerade.

necessary evil.
friend here, and I trust hereafter."
Xtravagance conquers kingdoms.
Dr. Johnson’s life is the most strikYouth plucks the flowers and leaves,
ing illustration of rising from an humthe
thorns for age.
ble origin to a splendid reputation.
Zeal misdirected is a dangerous foe.
When lie arrived in London he was
poor and friendless, and for years re- —Merchant Traveler.
is a

mained in this state of beggary. With
A Tribute to Tea.
his great faculties and incessant toil he
A cup of tea, in its finer significance,
could not procure the subsistence of a
common laborer, but he kept his cour- is the symbol of hospitality. Properly
age when he often lost hope. In his let- made, it is the nectar and ambrosia of
ter to Lord Chesterfield he said he was the gods. It should bo served in the
like a man strugglingfor life in the wa- daintiest of porcelain, and it should be
ter. He was possessed of rare magna- made at the time of serving. The poet
nimity, of moral greatness.Never did Longfellow is said to have always made
he complain of hardships and neglects, his tea at his own table, of a peouhar
nor did he ever boast of difficultieshe kind expressly sent to him from abroad.
wfent through. Ho always maintained It was a liquid amber, full of sunshine
his surly virtue and lofty independence, and inspiration. To make a cup of tea
which nothing could bend. He would is a fine art Tho most delicate flavor
not admit a quotation in his dictionary is obtained by a judiciousmixture of
from works which were dangerousto Oolong black, English breakfast, and
religion or morality.That was moral Japan tea. There is a brand of tho
heroism, true repentance for undutifnl- Garden Formosa that is all balm and
ness, in his going long afterwards to fragrance and sunshine, and that comthe stall his father had kept, in the full bined with Orange Pekoe, is a beverage
time of business, and standing there an fit for the gods. But a cup of tea can
hour with his head bare, exposed to the not be truly enjoyed a la solitaire.Its
sneers of the crowd and the inclemency very nature demands the social cirole.
of the weather. “Slow rises worth Boston Traveller.

—

marked the commencement of the marvelous developmentof the resourcesof
the country which is the admiration and
wonder of tho world, a development
which challenges all history for a
parallel, and it is not too much to say
that the unexampled progress has been
not only dependent upon but has been
coincident with the patent system of
this country. We have had fifty years
of progress,fifty years of inventionap-

plied to

the every-day wants

of

life

;

encouragement, and
fifty years of a development in wealth,
resources, grandeur, culture, power,
which is a little short of miraculous.
Population,production, business, wealth,
comfort, culture, power, grandeur—
these have all kept step with the expansion of tho inventive genius of this
country, and the progress has only
been made possible by the inventions of
its citizens. It is only when tho brain
evolves and the cunning hand fashions
labor-savingmachines that a nation begins to throb with now energy and life,
and expands with a now growth. It Is
only when thought wrings from nature
Her untold secret resources that solid
wealth and strength are accumulated by
a people. Especially is this true in a
republic. Under arbitrary forms of
government kings may oppress the laborer, kings may conquer other nations,
they may extort from, oppress, and degrade the men who till the soil, and
they may thus acquire wealth ; but in a
republic it is only when tho citizen
conquers nature, extorts her resources
and appropriates her riches that you
find real wealth and power. Women
are among the army of inventors. The
majorityof applications filed by women
fifty years of patent

for patents are for

articles

used

in

housekeeping, or for dress, or toilet.
Several have invented sewing-machines,
and others sewing-machine attachments.
A great many applicationshave been
made for patents by women, the princi-

ples of which have already been
patented. One woman has a patent for
stone composition,probably
building or paving purposes. One
has received a patent for a disinfectant ;
one for preservingeggs. Another,
looking to the comfort of her children,
perhaps, has invented an ear-muff, for
which she has been successful in having
a patent issued. A lady, who is possibly a dressmaker, has applied for and
received a patent for a hook-and-eye.
an

artificial

for

Impartial.

A coroner in an Ohio town was called
upon to “sit on” the case of a man who
had been killed in an iron-mill. In
order to impress the jury with his
honesty he began his address as follows
“Schentlemen, I hef no personal interest in die case. I hef been approached
neder, by der manufacturers nor der
deceased.”
:

Free

Faison.

flrotn Opiates

SAFE.

SURE.

PROMPT.
ryiBLM A. V0OKI1ER

AT TH|

CO..BALTIIOR«,HD.

When you tiaii or leave New York City, save
Thu widely celebrated institution, located
baggage,expreeeage,and |3 carriage hire, and at Buffalo, N. Y., Is orffanlzod with a full
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite staff ot eighteen experienced and skillful
Physicians and Surgeons, constituting the
Grand Central Depot
most complete organizationof raedlcul and
618 rooms, fitted np at a cost of one million surgical skill In America, lor the treatment
dollars, f 1 and upwards per day. European oc all chronic diseases,whether requiring
plan. Elevator. Restaurantsuppliedwith the medical or surgical means lor their cure.
best Horse cars, stages, and elevatedrail- Marvelous success has been achieved In the
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for cure of all nasal, throat, and lung diseases,
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at liver and kidney diseases, diseases of the
any other fint-class hotel in the city.
; digestive organs, bladder diseases,diseases
diseases , ,
peculiar to women, blood taints and
fTy
‘i diseases,
Treatment of Scarlet
------- rheumatism,
------------- neuralgia,nervous
blllty, paralysis,epilepsy
I
....
i a / „ »
epilepsy 'hts),
ifats), spermuiorspermutorIhe last stage of scarlet fever, that Xoa,lmpotency,and
kindred affections. ThouCaablRlRfIKON with PURE VEGETABLE
of desquamation or the time of the shed- ! Bands are cured at their homos through corTONICS, qalckljaod completelyCLEANSES
ding Of the cuticle, is attended with res^ndence. The cure of the worst rupt
and ENRICHES THE BLOOD. Oaickvna
tires, pile tumors, varicocele, hydrocele,ami
the actioR of the Liver and Kldneya.Clean the
danger both for the patient and the at- stricturesis guaranteed, with only a short
complexion, aakea the skin aaooth. It don not
tendants; the patient is peculiarlylia- residonco at the institution.Bend 10 cents
injure the teeth, came headache, or prodvee con.
ble to complicationsarising from taking In stamps for the Invalids’ Guide-Book(lt>8
itipatloa— ALL OTHER IRON MEDICINESDO.
pages), which gives all particulars.Address
cold easily,and the desquamative scales
world’s Dispensary Modioal Association, Pimlciana and DracfieU ermrahan recommendit.
are a frequent and most certain source
Ilutlalo,N.
of contagion to those about the patient.
Wpi'i'B’ra
rcsnlta,and I cheerfully recommendit.
The man who can see music in a bass drum
A writer in a British medical journal
Mu, Wm. Hanruicn.East 8t Drah. IU.. evsC'l
has good eyesight
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says

:

“Now,

to obviate this danger, I

have

for several years

been in the habit of
having my patients sponged over the
whole surface of the body twice a day
commencing, as a rule, about a week
from the appearanceof the eruption,
and continuing the process until the
desquamation is complete— with a mixture of one ounce of oatmeal to one
pint of boiling water; the solution to
be made fresh every day and used
tepid, or at such temperature as may
he comfortably borne by the back of
the finger. My reason for using this
is that the gluten in it sticks the scales
to each other and to the surface of the
body, thus allowing of their being removed from one sponging to another,
without the ordinary risk of infecting
either atmosphere or clothes, and
greatly lesseningthe risk of spreading
the disease. Secondly, the gluten fills
up the cracks of the new skin, and protects it from the cold, as patch by
patch it becomes bare, and thus, to say
the least, greatly lessens the risk of
dropsy, which so often follows upon
this disease.”— Dr. Foote's Health
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Catarrh
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Ely'* Cream Balm.

I had

the great blood-purifier.

—

4

catarrh /or

three years.

My

_ — rrl#r~
,

nose

would bleed.

1

thought the sores
would never heal.
Ely's Cream Balm
has cured me.— Mi's.

M. A. Jackson,
Portsmouth, N. H.

CutcuB performers never engage board by
the season. They simply take spring board.
Do you

tumble!1

Contains

No Opium

in

Any Form.
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The world always weighs a man in
ance. The balance is at his banker’s.
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railway stations,and protect you from the in-

PAIN REMEDY

That instantly stops the most excruciatingpains, allays inflammation,and cures ConRCHtionii, whether of
the Lungs, Stomach or Bowels, or other glands or
ornns, by one apnlicstion.A half to a teuspoouful in
half a tumbler of water will in a few minutes cure
Cramps, Bpaame, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,Sick Headache. Diarrhea,Dysentery, Colic, Flatulency,and all internal pains.
Thera is not a remedial agent in the world that will
cure Fever and Ague, and all other Malarious.Bilious
and other fevers (sided by
PILLS).
bo quick as
RELIEF.
Fifty cents per bottle. Sold by druggist

RADWAY'H
RADWAY’S READY

Dr. Radway's Narnapaiilllan Resolvent
stood the test of nearly half a century as a remedy for Scrofulous, Mercurial and SyphiliticComplaints.Chronic Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, and
Impuritiesof the Blood. It builds up the broken down
constitution,
purifies the blood, restoringhealth and
Has'

tism, and General Debility, I took three

The Great German Physician.

bottlesof Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, which rc-

DR. RADWAY’S PILLS,
For

the cure of Dyspepsia and all Disorders of the
Btomsch, liver, Bowels, etc. Be sure to get Radway’s.
DR. RADWAY & CO.. New York.
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Wm. Louis Schley, Grand Secretary writes ua • “I have for the past ten years Bold aever
gross of DR. WM. HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE
M. Grand Lodge, Maryland, found al
LUNOB. I ran say of it what I cannot Bay of any oth-

Red Star Cough Cure

remedy. Price,

o perfect and certain
twenty-live cents a bottle.

Spencer’s Alligator Press

FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.
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At the Now Orlmm Exposition, JoinU made with it endured a teitlng attain of over

J600 Pounds

Without pay. For

Pronouncflvrougeirlun fomim.

TWO BOLD MEDALS.
Nne Orlran*.1885.
Ifyourdealerdoeinotkcepit
card and ine. no«taire for sample cm. FREE.
RUSSIA CEMENT CO., Gloucester, Man*

Xorulon,1833.
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FAMILY MEDIU1NITHAT HAS UEALED)
MILLIONS DURING 15 TEARS!
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I furnished. Write ValentineBros., Janesville, Win.

[ BALM FOR EVERY WOUND
MAN AND BEAST
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Press.

OfleuNlve breath

Haw tthutrfMA

|lhe Oldest & Best Llnimei
EVER MADE IN AMERICA.
SALES

LARGER THAI EVER.

j Tho Mexican Mustang Liniment
__

vanishes with the use

(been known for more than thlrty-fli
lyear* a* the best of all Liniment*, to
Man and Beast. It* sales to-day
(larger than over. It cure* when
I others fail, and penetrate*skin, ten<
land muscle, to the very bone. ~
[everywhere.

i

i

of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh

Remedy.

An old adage saye the hardest operation of
is also true of a
dog fight — Ch icago Lsdyer.

__

PPIUHN’S
ATHLETIC RULES.
Governing nil AlkletfeSporU, together with

war is to stop it The same
Pi so’

uae.

s

Rowed to the parchaaer of roods to the

Remedy

It la

for Catarrh is agreeable to
not a liquid or a t miff. 50c.

MENTION THIS PAPCR wnaa wbrim

D

Huupeniwry

iBta. and Manila
^SormTrich people find amusement by I SEND
lc^aS?asre»>»UIBaday. rremOODf.tUMaartl.ft
imagining they ire poor, but there iff
if. l»oy.
j WAINT A CHILL*,
l*py. lady, or gent.
mighty little enjoyment in a poor man
G'kxI pay. Ea*y work,
Dey Bt.. New York.
imagining he is rich. — Detroit Free

re

tavrenuaa.

____

DECAY.

Life Experience. Remarkableand
quick cures. Trial Package*. Consultation and Books by Mall FREE. Address
Dr. WARP A CO., Loutglana,Mo.
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OPIUM

Promises are virtually falsehoods
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a cuatomer speak of
in the higheat manner. I
have recommended it in a great many caaeflof
Whooping Cough, with the happiest effects.I have

er

„

s.

fau»-

tiijiitm

It is not what you take in but what
you don’t put out* that makes you rich.

as

thU
fowl*.

Uied by the belt manufac tare re
and mechanics in the world.
Pullman PalaceCar Co. .Ma«on
A Hamlin Organ A Plano Co-

.

wrtoDMfor Rheumitim. Art your dru**l»t for Athto-

Send for disenjittonof
ou* breed, lion

V.

s.rac:“"*

problem that a newly elect- used it in my own family for many years ; in fact, alwayB have a bottle in the medicine closet."
ed
official has to solve is how to put 100
Habit* 4|alckljr and l*«lnleaa>
ly cured t honu- Com-Kpondenco pegs in ten holes.
MCIUMIN A L—3fairlnumMWorld. Two pages ot
Make soup while the bone lasts.
r idvertiaemente of bales and gentlemen wishllaaRDY Company,Lafayette,Ind.
Half-hour troubles are merely annoy ing to marry. By mail, 10c. P. 0. Box 381, Chicago.
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restores to original color. An elegant
Ez er rule, de man what is de mos’ If gray,
—2.. ..
f .. .....I I
V S\
1 tirvi*
SUITS Cnree Cepaampt'
dressing
softens and beautifies.No oil nor
active wid his body is de leas’ active
ARK ALL PURE WOOL,
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Stops hair comwid his mine.
ing out; strengthens, cleanses, heals scalp, 50a Alwaya look well and give long acrvlcc. Coeta of the
genuine article haveonaadk hanger, "Only jrarIt is wraung ter alius honor an’ trust
“ROUGH ON RILE” RILLS
de smart man. De fox is er heap keen- start the bile, n lieve the bilious stomach,thick,
icroM the
er den de steer, but he doan do half so aching head and overloadedbowels. Small granules, small dose, big res nits, nle&sant in opera- SOLD BY ALL LEADING CLOTHIERS.
much good.
De strongest thing ain’t alius de tion, don’t disturb the stomach. 25a
bos’. It’s de green persimmon dat
Texas agriculturallands— foil description
draws up yer mouth. It am stronger and price-listfree. J. E. Elgin A Co., Waco, Tex.
den de ripe one, but it ain’t ba’f s6
A Druggist's Story.
good.— Arkans aw Traveler.
Mr. Isaac C. Chapm|n, druggist,Newburg. N.Y.

Short-handand tvpe-wriUng.

Hot

^^OMoJmprottd

Rvorvan
te Hello. Vorfrrrprle*
For fr<
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WELL'S HAIR HALS AM,
it t
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JOJVES

“Rough on Tootliache.” Instant relief. 15a

A

i

None ftnoln* an1t«t
Uuil/rdwUb th* above
TKAPB MA»«.
Aik lor the ••FISH BRAND’’ «ucx*RBndUkenoqUier. If yoor itorekreptrdo*i
not have the “mH bkxwi>' -end for de«crlntlve catalogueto A J. TOWER.

on Corns, "hard or softcorns, buniona, 15c.

Plantation Philosophy.

Boston,Mass.

st.,

TO A SQUARE INCH.

Athlophoro* knocked the rheumatism
out of mo so quickly that I hardly know it
was gone. 1 took a dose about (5 o’clock, and
by 7 o’clock 1 was without the least pain.
Willis L. Gilson, with J. T. Shannon, 1016
West Lake sticct, Chicago, lb.
“Rough ou Bats" dears out

83 Green

SLICKER

Fish

Ac.,

’

Buffer Piles ? Immediate relief anti coinploto cure guarautoefi. Ask for “Rough on Piles. "
Bure cure lor itching,protruding, bleeding,or any
form of Piles. 50o. At Druggists’ or Mailed.

Duffy,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

best remedy in the world for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma. Catarrh, and Consumption, I will send two bottles free. Recommend to your friends. Send name of
druggist who gives the order. Map of Holy
Laud free with medicine. Address Dr. C.
D. Warner, Chicago. 111. All druggists.

•‘ROUGH ON

II.

prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Wu»s. Bold by Prugglita.Price >*

the,

corrects offensive odors at once. Complete euro
of worst chronic eases ; also unequalod as gargle
for diphtheria, soro throat, foul breath. 50c

medicine is a

To cure Rheumatism,purify the blood by the use of

Warner's White wine of Tar Syrup—

(UlCOSe

&

-J.

to order from
his wholesale druggist one dozen bottles

.

|!

Q.pyijkUi.

and Teachers.

••ROUGH ON ITCH.’’
“Bough on Itch” cures skin humors, eruptions,
ring worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted feet, chilblains, itch, ivy poison, barber's itch. 50c jars.

my health. This

splendid remedy for rheumatic troubles.”

If yon will get your dealer

read of the wonderful cures effected by St.
Jacobs Oil. Recently he sprained his ankle,
and invested in a cane and a bottle of St.
Jacobs Oil. The latter proved the better investment, as it entirelycured his ankle.

SCHOOL OF ECLECTIC

unlimited courae. $40. Hertdfor
drcnlarw.Positionsfnrnlwhed.20S N Clark st., Chicago.

, stored

Free to Ministers, Lawyers, Doctors,

Col.

bottle.

“After suffering greatlyfrom Rheuma-

fered at the steak.

The remarkable phase in the practice of Dr.
Peter W. Schmidt (frequently called Dr. Pete,
is, ho never asked one to describe their disease
but tolls each one their trouble without asking
a question. His success is phenomenalHit
practice enormous. He is sought after by hundreds wherever he goes, because ho cures when
every other physicianand remedy have failed.
Ho lias allowed’ his great medicines, Golden Seal
Bitters and Lung Food for Consumption, to be
nerve tonic.
offered to the suffering, and we assert without
fear of successfulcontradiction
that there is
no disease they will not cure. Thousands of
Slippers for the Bab)-.
bottles have been sold Thousands of brokenOne of Babyhood's lady contributors down and discouragedinvalids saved Send to
says: “I have lately made a pair of Golden Seal Bitters Company, Holland City,
Mich., for Facts for the Million! Free.

la n Cure for All Pains. Sprains, Bruisea,
Pains In the Rack, Chest or Limbs.
It wa§ the First and Is the Only

!M

me to perfect health.”— R. E. COBDEN,
Cohoes, N. Y.

A boarding house martyr said that he suf-

tain wholesomeness,hastily bolted at odd times

RADWAY’S READY RELIEF

|> H

rilla. Six bottles of this medicine restored

;

THE WORST
WITH

!|

with Rheumatism, so that I could not
dress without help. The Joint* of my
fingers stiffened and enlarged, causing
constantpain. Doth knees were swollen,
and for a long time I wns unable to wear
a boot on my right foot. I tried variou*
remedies, but received no permanentrelief until I began taking Ayer’s Sarsapa-

DURING the deluge Noah was in the habit of
calling his wife an ark angel

R.R.Ra

4%|%|||a

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Tonic, which cures all blood disorders and diseases of the stomach, liver,and kidneys. The
boat tonic and appetizer known. 50 cents.

RADWAY’S
READY

Ll Hi UIIbL U

mend

“ I was, for months, grievouslyafflicted

relieve iudigestion produced by meals of uncer-

CURES
PAIN In from one to
twenty minutes. Not one hour after reading this
need any one SUFFER
PAIN.

I"

friend has Rheumatism, the
kindest thing you can do is to
avoid the pressure, and recom-

There are nineteen metals more valuable
Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, which will revive
than gold, but no remedv which will compare
and benefit you when fatigued ; will nullify the with Bigelow'sPositive Cure for coughs and
hurtful effoctjof water contaminated with zino colds. A prompt an l pleasant cure for all
throat and lung troubles. 50 cents and 81.
from the ice-cooler,or stagnant and brackish

in

Hitt,

When you shake hands, let
your grasp be firm and hearty—
not a mere touch; but, if ^y our

the bal-

Wm. Black, Abingdon, Iowa, was cured of
cancer of the eye by Dr. Jones’ Red Clover

MEN’S Lie

r
A nil I 10
I. A. HILL u

“Ouch! My Hand

If drng-storoclerks should ever strike they
would hold a blue mass meeting.

In good season, and don't forget to take with you

MEREMEDY.
AND MP

a

HOPS & HILT BIHERS CO, Dcnon,

OO. BALTIMORE, MD.

Dr. Walkkb’b Vinegar Bitters, the celebrated Temperance Restorative, that tones
withoutexciting, and regulates without pain,
is the only true and absolute remedy for bliousness, colic, indigestion, nervousness,sick
headache,fla<ulency. liver complaint,rheumatism, and all ailmentsarising from corruption
or impoverishment of the blood.

Start for the Train or Rout

CHEAPEST

|l

Impure blood with the moat effectivereaulta."

UUOWN CHEMICAL

My

M. Moore, of Farmington.Mich., save:

and Malt Bitten cured me.
Do not get Hops end Salt Bitten confounded with inferior preparationsof simlLr
name. For sale by all druggists.

11

A LUXUWANT head of hair adds to beauty
and comeliness. Use Hull’s Hair Rcncwor.

slippers for my ten-months-old baby,
which I find both pretty and useful,
and I think perhaps some other little
one would like to own a pair like them.
It had been puzzling me for some time
As an Expectorant it has no Equtlb
how to keep my little boy’s feet warm
in the morning before he was dressed
BlLSisi! or the day ; for he has the in onvonient
mbit of getting up between 5 and 0
IN THREE SIZE BOTTLES,
o’clock, and, of course, he does not get
Price, 25 cts., 50 cts. and $1 per bottle.
iis bath for several hourtf Now these
The 25-0 ENT BOTTLES are put np for the accommodationof all who denlre simply a COUGH or are the slippeis I have made him, and
CROUP REMEDY.
Those desiring a remedy for CONSUMPTION or . wonder how all this time I have got
any LUNG DISEASE should secure the large $1.00 on without them : Measure your baby’s
bottles.
oot; crochet or knit out of single
Directionsaccompany each iwttle.
£9*8014)n All Mkdicinb Dbalkrs.“C&
zephyr a perfect square, a little longer
each way than his foot, double and sew
J, N. HARRIS & CO. (Liiitofl),Proj'rs,
:he two ends together,crochet a scalCINCINNATI. OHIO.
op around the top, run a piece of
elastic through the scallops, drawing it
small enough to fit the baby’s ankle,
and put a ribbon bow on the front of
ihe slipper. The baby’s foct shapes
the slipper, and is kept nice and warm
RELIEF on cold mornings. I have seen them
CURES AND PREVENTS
used for children five or six years old.”
Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Inflammations,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Headache,
The manager of the Fort AN ayue, Ind.,
Toothache,Asthma, Difllcult
Gazette, Mr.B.L. Holman, says he has often
Breathing.

;

J.

ulTcrltig from Sick Headache and Skaur
Stomach wae terrible. One bottle of Hops

Genuine haa above Trade Mark andcroaeed red Unae
on wrapper. Tnke bo other. Made only by

draughts. To the traveling public, this admirable safeguardand specific is tendered In a convenient and agreeable shape. An ordinary ship's
medicine chest contains no such comprehensive
and reli&ble remedy, a fact well understoodby
mariners.The commercial traveler, tourist,
emigrant, miner and Western pioneer all appreciate the value cf the Bitters. It cures dyspepsia, costlveuess,
liver complaint, malarialdisorders inactivityof the kidneys,and is a fine

Vigor, Bold by druggists

and liver.

Mas. O. D Oolrmaw, Jeffereon,Iowa, aayi: I
wae troubled with acurry. I need Brown’a Iron Bitten with much bena&t and can truthfully re com-

Never salute a man six feet six inches by
saying, “How are you getting ’long?"

fluence of vitiatedor malariousair and thorough

The BEST and

speediest and. auroet Vegetable Remedy
ever invented for all diseaaos of the stomaeii

toulo."

Remember! Aver’s Ague Cure is warranted
to euro fever and ague. It nover fails.

Monthly.

STRICTLY PURE.

moct eetiefeotory roeulU."
MB EnnaaT N. IIkhderbok, An*u». Iowa, wye:
“luted Bfown'e Iron Bitten for Bcroful*with much
benefit.Can also recommend it aa an excellent

“Golden Medical IMwcovery”—

BITTERS,

•

you wish to be relieved of those terribleSick
Headaches and that miserable Soar StOBA*
Ach. It will, when taken according to directions, care any cam of Sick IleadaehA
or Sonr Stomach. It cleans the lining of
atomach and bowels, promotes healthy
action and awoet secretions. It makes para
blood and gives it free flow, thus sending
nutriment to every part It Is the aafeeL

If

C.N. U.

„d

trial of thirty
Voltaic Belt w
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This space is reserved for the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.
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Now

reflect

My
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Competition R. H.

—

and wish to annonnee that we have a large

dealer in-

Cheap Cash

and carefullyselectedstock of;

upon the absurdity of your

MEN'S

when you sign the saloon petition. You are giving your personal influence to the establishmentand perpetuaposition

MONUMENTS,

CLOTHING!

tion of a business that you regard as a dis-

induced to engage yourself, ^et you are

k

l

The Choicest and Best Pat-

own views, is a petition to
your neighbor disgraced;for if it

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
opposite tho Phoenix Planing Mill, and will heroafter condnctthe business, lie has a large stock of

Flour and Feed,

and Glassware,

ing to your
have

would disgrace you

to

engage

terns put into Ready-Made All kinds of Building
Clothing can be found at our
made to order.

In it, it will

disgrace your neighbor.

Then again: If your son was about
start in life for himself,

you

to

advise him

pursue, would

as

to

you advise him

WORN GOODS

NO SHOP

ciations,its demoralizingeffect,
to ruin

men,

to

make them

POWDER

power

its

coarse, brutal,

of all kinds

of the Latest Styles,

CALL AND SEE

_

Holland. Mich., April 15.

tflll,

knowing

IF

ones.

1886.

--- ----

^

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.
There Is a telephone In the store, and all orders
given through It will be promptly attended to.

Give me a Call.
N.DeMERELL,

R.

U-Hra.

Holland, Mich., Ang.

1885.

25,

R. E.
Holland, Mich.. July 28. 1885.

WERKMAN,

30-ly

LEAVE YOUR

£>THE

$1000 forfeit Otto Breyman

saloon business.” So would you, and yet

new

US.

FILLMORE BIRD.

weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
thing. “No. No,” a thousand limes cans.
Rotal Baking Powdkb Co., 106 Wall-st,
89-48w
“No,” you say. As a man said not long New
since: “I would rather see my son commit
suicide than to see him engage in the

you

Work Warranted to

All

give Satisfaction.

a petition for your own son to engage in
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
such business? God pity you if you are strengthand wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinarykinds, and cannot he sold in
so lost to all sense of decency as to such a competition with the multitude of low test, short

York.

neatly executed,

Goods and

All Neiv

Absolutely Pure.

vicions, could you, I say, cheerfullysign

Work

Cemetery

saloon? O.uld you, knowing as you do
the nature of the saloon business, its asso-

ions,

1(1

With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old customers of the store and obtain many

to

open a

to

Work

Store.

and be should ask

to what course

!

Crockery,

grace, and one in which you could not be

virtually signing a petition, which accord-

Store

GRANITE AND RUBBLE

BOYS

and

PHOENIX

DeMERELL,

RUNNINGS

LIGHT

BMrts,GoUars and Cuffs

-dealer in-

HOT HAVANA FILLER.

all this, voluntarily

-AT THE-

sign a petition for this disgracefulbusiness to

Jewelry, Watches,

be carried on right under your
under the sanction of your own

Chicago Clothing House.

eyes and

DIAMONDS,

honored name.
“0 consistency thou art a jewel,” but

Every Customer gets a

ar-

Silvern Phtekrt, ud Fine? Hoods,

rayed in the robes of mockery, and how
sadly out of place you seem in a swine’s

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-

what

_

a pitiableplight you are in

snout.
„
(ToU

when

Oood Besults in Every Case.
D. A. Bradford,wholesale paper dealer
of Chattanooga, Tenn., writes that he was
seriously Sfflicted with a severe cold that
settledon his lungs; had tried many remedies without benefit. Being induced to
try Dr. King’* New Discovery for Consumption,did so and was entirely cured
by use ol a few bottles.Since which
time be has used it in his family for all
Coughs and Colds with best results. This
is the experience of thousands whose lives
have been saved by this Wonderful Discovery. Trial bottles free at H. Walsh’s
Drug Store.
-

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

voxi s cxnras.
’ Thl* Cigar will pro re u rtprownted
and will beaxtao*
rirelyadrsnUcd In arery town for lire dealer* who win
appreciatelu merit* and putt It accordingly.

-

Avenue,

All

H. WALSH’S.
Yan Patten & Sons

Have on band

their

_

Holland, Mich., May

filling.
Lucky

Star Cigar is clear Havanna
9-3m

Atlanta,

is

Heyer,

1884.

Skirts, Hosiery,

A

and White Goods.

Hats

SONS.

O. WEST & 00.,
MADISON 8T., CHICAGO, ILLS.,

JOHN
862 W.

Sole Prop’s West’s Liver Pills.

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

BEST WAGONS

____

AND

BUGGIES. Estimates given

and complete line of
I

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Platform, Combination

&

always on hind.

To which

for the celebrated

kinds

for all

of buildings, fin-

ished and completed.

Express Wagons,

have the agency in this city

Groceries.

To cure any case. With each order received by ua
for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, we wall
eend the purchaserour writtenguaranteeto refund the money if the treatmentdoes not effect
•care. Guarantees issnedonlyby

White Goods,

CROCKERY
I

VAN PUTTEN &

fnll

Prematnre Old Age, Barrenness,Loss of power
in either sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused byovor-exertion
of the brain, seifabaseor over-indulgence. Each box contains
one month's treatment $1.00 a box, or six boxes
Cor $5.00, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.

Manufacturesand sells tho

Etc., in endless variety.

G.

Michigan.

FLIEMAN

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

of

- -

50-6 tu

J.
Diess Goods, Table Linens,

West’s Nebvb and Bhain Teeat-

WE GUARANTEE SIX BOXES

IN

CARPETS. ETC.

the store of

Hosiery and Underwear.

Full Stock

feV

Brower k Co,

Holland,

B. WYNHOFF,

E. C.

San Francisco, Cal.

Furniture, Wall Paper,

going on in the stock of

and Towels.

A

Tex*

SALE

DEALERS

Table Linens,

of

Dallas,

Dry Goods & Groceries,

Woolens & Cottons,

New Spring Styles

Ga.

froW

Genuine Cyclone

Dress Goods,

Db

—ORANGE, MASS.—

BREYMAN.

12,

Co.

30 Union Square,N.Y, Chicago,IIL St. Louis, Mo.

trouble to show Goods.

0.

Made

New Hoi Serai

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairitg and en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

Spring Stock of

Dry Goods,

West’s Cough Syrup cures whoopingcongb, asthma, bronchitis, consumption,
and all throat and lung dificulties, 25c.,
fiOc. and $1.00. All drugghts.
-

SEWING-MACHINE

keep on hand a large assortmentof

and a

CHICAGO.

XUEI'X'AlXXjAM}

G.

also

is Wealth!

HAS NO EQUAL.
SPECTACLES PERFECT
SATISFACTION

druggists.

M-

Real

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

AddressBA5GHART BROS. Sols Agents,

18# Fifth

I

at

When yon viBit or leave New York City, save
Baggage, Expresaage,and Carriage hire and stop
.at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
oo European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
beat. Horse car, atagee, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel In the nit y.
15-ly

KIM POTTER.

ever displayed in this city.

'West's World’s Wonder or Family Liniment. a superior remedy for neuralgia,
rheumatism, lame back, sprains, bruises,
. tffo, burns, or wounds. Cheaper, goes
further, lasts longer than any other. All

IMPORTANT.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

RINGS

r/IA.M03ST3D

-

-

and Cuff

The largest assortment of

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,

v

Collar

free.

sonable Prices.

Continued.)

Mr. John T. Dowell, CommissionMerchant, 103 S. Charles Street, Baltimore,
Md., writes:— “I have been a great sufferer with pain in my back and kidneys,
hearing that Salvation Oil would relieve
me I procured a bottle, tried it but a few
times, and it gave me complete relief, and
I have not been troubled in this way since.
For lumbago and neuralgic affections I
consider it an excellent remedy.

box

I

Noodle ‘Gas Lamp.

I

invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.

have on hand a lagre assortmentof

Planing and Ee-sawing

BUO-O-IBS

done on short notice.

These larn^s are a great im Which I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.
rovement on all other lamps
Delicate females, old people and chilI am making
deren are always pleased with West’s LivStairs. Hand Hailing, Sash
ioth as to quantity of oil
er Pills. Mild, effective and they alused and the amount of light ALL KINDS OF
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
ways cure. 80 sugar coated pills 25c.
and I make anythingin the
All druggiats.
which they give. Call and They cannot be beat,
hardwood line.
Brackets, etc. made and
Have on hand a larger and see them.
Itch, Prairie, ange, and Scratches of
furnished.
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Wool- more complete stock of
Goods delivered free of charge. Carriage and Wagon Painting
ford’s Sanitary Lotlor..Use no other.
This never tails. Sold by Kremers &
B. WYNHOFF.
Call and See Me before PurchasOffice and Shop on River street,
Bangs, Drueglsls, Holland, Mich. 6-ly
CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES
Holland, Mich., April

10,

1836.

Brusse Bros.

,

:

OARS

Holland.June

Any case of isme back cured bv a few than
aoplications of West’s World’s Wonder^
also cares sprains, braises,cuts and burns.
Cheapest and best. All druggists.

ever before. The latest

14.

Steketee

&

Stsrs are union
Co. Bole

made.

agents

Holland, Mich. March

Co.

Lucky 8tar Cigar

&

ketee

West’* Pain

dy.

for

Van Duron
(Successor!to D. B.

King— the household reme-

Always useful. Never

fails

to cure

cholera morbus, pains in stomach or bowels, cramp, colic, chills or summer complaint. 25c. All druggists.

Money Refunded.
The true remedy has at last been discovered. It was long known in his practice
as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food for Consumption.

^

not experiencedby the time two-thirds of
the contents of the bottle is used. Sold
by H. Walsh & Son.
144t
poo suffer when one bottle of
I’s Wonder will relieve, and
i core any case of rheaand 00c. Your druggist sells it

Have

New

Honest Goods

-

? t

3\T

We

yon can get a;

A Oood Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo.
at

any time.

also wish to inform the public that we have
retained the services of Mr. Wm. Hskker,
who Is now prepared to do

All

Kinds of Custom

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
fashion.

,

-

BEST $3.00 SHOE
in the city, always on hand.

Work

and to wait upon bis many fHenda who
may wish to give ns a call.

Ladles hair cleaned and dreaaed In the latest

AT

Honest Prices!

FOOTWEAR.

All our goods were bought

:>

-

!

Jnst receiveda Complete Line of

Carlisle, 0.

can make up at low prices.

Hollind, Mich., Feb. M, ’86.

AT

Us

E. HEBOID’S

Look Box E*

have an assortment which we

and making np we shall aim
to improve continually.
BRUSSE BH08.

With
-

RTJBBEE8. ETC.

TheAdePneMTeCo.,

for dress purposes. In the

while in the matter of fitting

Trade

27, 1888.

fl.00 for

Agent* Wanted*

which are always fashionable
cheaper grade of suitings we

Van Raalte,)

HUNTLEY.

Boots, Shoes,

DIAGONAL AND CORKSCREW SUITING

now called Dr. Pete's 85-cent Cough
early at low figures and we
Cure. It U the safest, the surest and the
best. No other Cough, Cold, and Con- can make up and sell
sumption remedy Is half its equal. We
warrant it and will promptly refund the
money paid for it If a beneficial effect is
CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE,

$0

enough
Penetrative to burn 12
largeorlSsmallstumps.
Satisfactionguaranteed
or money cheerfully refunded. Send for Illustrated circular, dc.

popular at present. Also

It is

|ft01

Pend

L

Bros..

Dealers In

OREEN OR DRY.

Cassimeres and which are very

staple

Sale at Peter Ste9-3m

JAS.
Holland, May

sulphur,saltpeteror explosives,but Is a compound, wblcb, if put in
the stump and set fire
to, will burn It,

CHECK AND PLAID

near the corner of Tenth street,

1886.

STUMPS.
No crude petroleum,

ROOTS AND ALL,
West’s Liver Pills— genuine wrapper in
blue— the standard remedy for liver complaint, dyspepsia, indigestionand sick
headache. All druggists.

18,

BURNS

P08ITI VCLY

Peter

9-3m

ing Elsewhere.
J. FLIEMAN,

SHE; ACME PENETRATIVE.

manufacture and importations
in

Lucky

1R83

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.
NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

I

flBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOB SALE

4-tf

!

VAN DUREN BROS.,
Van Raalte’sOld Stand, 8tb
Holland, Mich., April 16,

v.

-M

1886.

E.
St.

114L

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., March 20,

1886.

